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„Ñ¨™êÎ=#
`˘e "å#[Å∞¡ ‰õΩiã≤# `«~°∞"å`« <ÕÅÖÏ Ñ¨i=∞àÏxfl™êÎ~Ú D

P~°∞QÆ∞~°∞ áÈe+π Hõ=ÙÅ Hõq «̀Å∞. Z<Àfl P@∞áÈ@¡‰õΩ QÆ∞Ô~· „Ñ¨Ñ¨OK«OÖ’<Õ

J «̀ºO «̀ ̂ •~°∞}"≥∞ÿ# J}z"Õ̀ «‰õΩ, H∆ÀÉèí‰õΩ QÆ∞Ô~·# áÈÅO_£ „Ñ̈[Å∞ ZÑ̈Ê\H̃õÑ̈C_»∞

«̀=∞x ̀ å=Ú Jxfl ~°OQÍÖ’¡ Ñ̈Ù#~°∞r̊qOÑ̈*Ëã̈∞‰õΩO@∂ =KåÛ~°∞. <å@H©Ü«∞ «̀,

"≥·Ü«∞H̃ÎHõ J#∞Éèí"åÅ∞ „Ñ̈ è̂•<åOâßÅ∞QÍ, HÍÅÊxHõ ™êÇ≤Ï «̀ºO J~°∞ Œ̂∞QÍ LO_Õ

áÈe+π ™êÇ≤Ï «̀ºO J~Ú Œ̂∞ <À|∞Öò |Ç̈ï=∞ «̀∞Å#∞ á⁄Ok#k. "åiÖ’ Czeslaw

Milosz (1980), Wislawa Szymborska (1996) Hõ=ÙÅ∞.

Polish Enlightenment HÍÅO (1730-40) ` «~ ° ∞"å` «

Romanticism, January Uprising - Positivism; Modernist - Young

Poland Movement ÖÏO\ ˜ L^Œº=∂Å∞ áÈe+π ™êÇ≤Ï`«º K«i„`«Ö’

ÉèÏQÍÖˇ·<å~Ú. Interbellum (1918-39), Ô~O_»= „Ñ¨Ñ¨OK«Ü«Ú^ŒúO, P

`«~°∞"å`« P„Hõ=∞}Ö’ L#fl áÈÅO_£ (1945-56)† ã¨fi`«O„`« ^Õâ◊OQÍ

J= «̀iOz# áÈÅO_£Ö’ ™êÇ≤Ï «̀ºO ‰õÄ_» J<ÕHõ XuÎ_»∞Å‰õΩ Ö’<≥· «̀##∞

`å#∞ qt+ì̈OQÍ xi‡OK«∞‰õΩ#flk.

Ñ̈k ~°OQÆ∞Å WO„ Œ̂̂ èŒ#∞ã̈∞û (WÑ̈Ê\ ̃Ñ̈k=∞Ok áÈe+π Hõ=ÙÅ Hõq «̀Å

J#∞"å^Œ ã¨OHõÅ#O)#∞ JOkOz#>Ë¡ P~°∞QÆ∞~°∞ „Ñ¨ã≤^Œú áÈÅO_£ Hõ=ÙÅ

Hõq «̀Å#∞ WOw¡+π J#∞"å^•efl ̀ ≥Å∞QÆ∞Ö’H̃ J#∞=kOz ã̈$[#Ö’HõO ̀ ≥Å∞QÆ∞

™êÇ≤ÏfÖ’HÍxH˜ ã¨q#Ü«∞OQÍ JOkã¨∞Î#flk.

- _®Hõì~ü ÅOHÍ t=~å=∞„Ñ¨™ê £̂
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Adam Bernard Mickiewicz - 24

December 1798 – 26 November 1855) was

a Polish poet, dramatist, essayist, publicist,

translator, professor of Slavic literature, and political activist. He

is regarded as national poet in Poland, Lithuania and Belarus. A

principal figure in Polish Romanticism, he is counted as one of

Poland’s “Three Bards” (“Trzej Wieszcze”) and is widely regarded

as Poland’s greatest poet. He is also considered one of the

greatest Slavic and European poets and has been dubbed a

“Slavic bard”. A leading Romantic dramatist, he has been

compared in Poland and Europe to Byron and Goethe.

He is known chiefly for the poetic drama Dziady

(Forefathers’ Eve) and the national epic poem Pan Tadeusz. His

other influential works include Konrad Wallenrod and Grazyna.

All these served as inspiration for uprisings against the three

imperial powers that had partitioned the Polish-Lithuanian

Commonwealth out of existence.

Mickiewicz was born in the Russian-partitioned territories

of the former Grand Duchy of Lithuania, which had been part of

the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth, and was active in the

struggle to win independence for his home region. After, as a

consequence, spending five years exiled to central Russia, in

1829 he succeeded in leaving the Russian Empire and, like many

of his compatriots, lived out the rest of his life abroad. He settled

first in Rome, then in Paris, where for a little over three years he

lectured on Slavic literature at the College de France. He died,

probably of cholera, at Constantinople in the Ottoman Empire,

where he had gone to help organize Polish and Jewish forces to

fight Russia in the Crimean War.

In 1890, his remains were repatriated from Montmorency,

Val-d’Oise, in France, to Wawel Cathedral in Krakow, Poland.

ADAM MICKEWICZ

P Œ̂O q∞ÔHqH±̊P Œ̂O q∞ÔHqH±̊P Œ̂O q∞ÔHqH±̊P Œ̂O q∞ÔHqH±̊P Œ̂O q∞ÔHqH±̊
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UNCERTAINTY

When I don’t see you, I don’t sigh, I don’t cry,

I don’t loose my head, when I look at you,

However if I don’t see you for a long time,

I am missing something, someone I must see,

And longing, I’m asking myself a question:

Is it friendship? Or is it love?

When I loose your sight, I can’t even once,

Recreate your image in my mind,

However, despite my will I feel sometimes,

That it is always close to my thought,

And again I pose myself a question:

Is it friendship? Or is it love?

I suffered much, and I didn’t think at all

To go to you and express my sorrow;

Going without a purpose, not minding the road,

I will come to your doorstep without knowing how.

Entering, I ask myself a question:

What led me here? Friendship or love?

For your health, I would give my life

For your peace, I would descend to hell,

Though I lack the courageous will in my heart,

to be for you health and peace.

And again I pose myself a question:

Is it friendship? Or is it love?
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1. JxtÛ̀ « ã≤÷u

x#∞fl K«∂_»#Ñ¨C_»∞ <Õ#∞ x@∂ì~°Û#∞, U_»fi#∞,
x#∞fl K«∂ã≤#Ñ¨C_»∞ <Õ#∞ Ñ≤zÛ"å_ç<≥·áÈ#∞,
HÍx, Z‰õΩ¯= HÍÅOQÍ x#∞fl K«∂_»HõáÈ Õ̀
U^À HÀÖ’Ê~Ú#@∞¡, Z=i<À «̀Ñ¨ÊHõ K«∂_®Å#fl@∞¡
U^À "Õ̂ Œ#, q~°Ç¨ÏO† ##∞fl <Õ#_»∞QÆ∞`å#∞ F „Ñ¨â◊fl JÑ¨C_»∞
Wk ¿ãflÇ¨Ï=∂? ÖËHõ „¿Ñ=∂?

h=Ù Hõ#|_»‰õΩO_® áÈ~Ú#Ñ¨Ù_»∞, Hõhã¨O XHȭ ™êÔ~·<å
<å =∞#ã¨∞Ö’ h ~°∂áêxfl z„uOKåÅ#∞HÀ#∞
J~Ú<å, <å WK«Ûù‰õΩ =ºuˆ~HõOQÍ KåÖÏ™ê~°∞¡ J#∞‰õΩ<åfl#∞,
<å PÖ’K«#Åhfl ^•^•Ñ¨Ù ^•x`À<Õ xO_ç#Ñ¨Ù_»∞
##∞fl <Õ#∞ XHõ „Ñ¨â◊fl J_»QÆ∞`å#∞-
Wk ¿ãflÇ¨Ï=∂? ÖËHõ „¿Ñ=∂?

<Õ#∞ Z<Àfl ÉÏ è̂ŒÅ∞ Ñ¨_®¤#∞, HÍx PÖ’zOK«ÖË̂ Œ∞
h Œ̂QÆæ~°‰õΩ "≥o¡ <å Œ̂∞óMÏxfl K≥Ñ¨C‰õΩO^•=∞x
JHÍ~°}OQÍ "≥à◊¡_»O, ^•ix Ñ¨\ì̃OK«∞HÀHõáÈ=_»O
ZÖÏ ~å"åÖ’ ≥̀eÜ«∞‰õΩO_®<Õ =™êÎ#∞ h QÆ∞=∞‡O =ÚO Œ̂∞‰õΩ
Ö’Ñ¨eH˜ =ã¨∂Î ##∞fl <Õ#∞ F „Ñ¨â◊fl J_»∞QÆ∞`å#∞-
Uk #xfl@∞ #_çÑ≤OzOk? ¿ãflÇ¨Ï=∂ ÖËHõ „¿Ñ=∂?

h ˆH∆=∞O HÀã¨O <å „áê}Ïxfl™êÎ#∞
h âßOu HÀã¨O #~°HÍxÔH·<å "≥àÏÎ#∞
<å QÆ∞O_≥ JO «̀ Œ̂$_è»"≥∞ÿ#k HÍHõáÈ~Ú<å
h ˆH∆=∞O, âßOu HÀã¨O xÅ|_»̀ å#∞
=∞~°Å ##∞fl <Õ#∞ F „Ñ¨â◊fl J_»∞QÆ∞`å#∞-

Wk ¿ãflÇ¨Ï=∂? ÖËHõ „¿Ñ=∂?

✤ ✤
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When you lay your hand in my palms

I’m surrounded by calm,

It feels like this light dream could end my life

But a lively heartbeat keeps me awake;

Which loudly asks a question:

Is it friendship? So it is love?

Composing this song for you,

The spirit of the Poets didn’t inspire me;

Filled with surprise, I didn’t perceive myself,

Where did I get the thoughts from,

how did I come across the rimes;

And I have finally written down this question:

What inspired me? Friendship or love?

(It is actually so popular, that one of the best Polish singers between

1970s and 2000s covered it.)

✧✧✧✧✧
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<å KÕuÖ’ h KÕ~Ú "Õã≤#Ñ¨Ù_»∞

<å K«∞@∂ì~å ZO`À „Ñ¨âßO «̀̀ «

D uÜ«∞ºx HõÅ <å rq`åxH˜ KåÅ∞#x†

HÍx, QÆ∞O_≥ K«Ñ¨C_»∞ ##∞fl "Õ∞ÖÁ¯Å∞Ê «̀∞Ok

aQÆæ~°QÍ J_»∞QÆ∞ «̀∞Ok ##∞fl F „Ñ¨â◊fl!

Wk ¿ãflÇ¨Ï=∂? ÖËHõ „¿Ñ=∂?

D áê@#∞ hHÀã¨O „"åã¨∂Î#flÑ¨Ù_»∞

Hõ=ÙÅ P «̀‡ ##∞fl L Õ̀Î[Ñ¨~°K«ÖË̂ Œ∞

Pâ◊Û~°ºOÖ’ =Úxy ##∞fl <Õ<Õ QÆ∞iÎOK«ÖË̂ Œ∞

ZHȭ _çn PÖ’K«#? D w «̀Ñ¨Ù ÅÜ«∞ÖˇHȭ _çq?

z=~°‰õΩ „"åâß#∞ D „Ñ¨â◊fl#∞

Uk ##∞fl L Õ̀Î[Ñ¨~°z#k? ¿ãflÇ¨Ï=∂ ÖËHõ „¿Ñ=∂?

✧✧✧✧✧
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THE CROSSING

Monsters merge and welter through the water’s mounting

Din. All hands, stand fast! A sailor sprints aloft,

Hangs, swelling spider-like, among invisible nets,

Surveys his slowly undulating snares, and waits.

The wind! The ship’s a steed that champs and shies, breaks loose,

And lunges out upon the blizzard-white sea. It heaves

Its neck; it plunges, trampling waves; it cleaves the clouds

And scours the sky; it sweeps up winds beneath its wings.

My spirit like the swaying mast, plays in the stormy sky,

And like the swelling sails ahead, imagination fills,

Till suddenly I too cry out with the madly shouting crew.

With arms outspread I fall upon the plunging boards and feel

It is my breast that gives the ship new burst of speed,

And know, happy and light at last, what is a bird.

✧✧✧✧✧
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2. ã¨=Ú„̂ •xfl ^•@_»O

~åHõ∆ã¨ [O «̀∞=ÙÅhfl Hõeã≤, Zyã≤Ñ¨_»∞Î#fl [ÖÏÖ’¡

XÇ¨Ï>Ë ~˘ Œ̂, J~°∞Ñ¨ÙÅ∞† JO Œ̂~°∂ ã≤̂ ŒúOQÍ LO_»O_ç!

F <åq‰õΩ_»∞ =ÚO Œ̂∞‰õΩiH˜<å_»∞, ™êb_»∞ÖÏ "ÕÖÏ_»∞ «̀∂, L|∞ƒ «̀∂

Hõ#|_»x =ÅÅ∞, LK«∞Ûefl QÆ=∞xã¨∂Î "Õz K«∂ã¨∞Î<åfl_»∞,

«̀∞á¶ê#∞ QÍe! <å= HÀã¨∞‰õΩáÈ «̀∞#flk =ÚO Œ̂∞‰õΩ,

JÅÅ`À xO_ç# ≥̀Å¡\˜ =∞OK«∞ «̀∞á¶ê#∞Å ã¨=Ú„^•xfl,

"≥∞_»=~°‰õΩ hà◊¡Ö’ =Úxy, JÅefl `˘H˜̄ , =∞|∞ƒefl peÛ

PHÍâßxfl X~°∞ã¨∞‰õΩO@∂, QÍÅ∞efl «̀# Ô~Hȭ ÅH˜O Œ̂ T_»∞ã¨∂Î

<å P «̀‡ TQÆ∞ «̀∞#flk ≥̀~°KåÑ¨ ãÎ̈OÉèíOÖÏ, «̀∞á¶ê#∞ xOyÖ’

ã¨=Ú„ Œ̂Ñ¨Ù áÈ@∞Ö’, ≥̀~°KåÑ¨Å#∞ LaƒOz, TÇ¨ÏÅ∞ xO_»QÍ

<Õ#∞ J~°Kå#∞ JHõ™ê‡ «̀∞ÎQÍ, ̂HHõÅ∞ ÃÑ_»∞Î#fl q∞QÆ̀ å ã≤|ƒOk`Àáê@∞QÍ

KÕ̀ «∞Å∞ Kåz =Ú#∞QÆ∞ «̀∞#fl Ñ¨_»=ÃÑ· Ñ¨_®¤#∞,

<åHõxÑ≤OzOk <å ~˘=Ú‡`À <ÒHõ‰õΩ "ÕQÍxflKåÛ#x,

ã¨O`À+¨OQÍ, Õ̀eHõQÍ, F Ñ¨H∆̃ÖÏ ZyiáÈ «̀∞#fl@∞¡.

✧✧✧✧✧

✤ ✤
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WITHIN THEIR SILENT,

PERFECT GLASS

Within their silent perfect glass

The mirror waters, vast and clear,

Reflect the silhouette of rocks,

Dark faces brooding on the shore.

Within their silent, perfect glass

The mirror waters show the sky;

Clouds skim across the mirror’s face,

And dim its surface as they die.

Within their silent, perfect glass

The mirror waters image storm;

They glow with lightning, but the blast

Of thunder do not mar their calm.

Those mirror waters, as before,

Still lie in silence, vast and clear.

The mirror me, I mirror them,

As true a glass as they I am:

And as I turn away I leave

The images that gave them form.

Dark rocks must menace from the shore,

And thunderheads grow large with rain;

Lightning must flash above the lake,

And I must mirror and pass on,

Onward and onward without end.
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3. xâ◊≈|Ì"≥∞ÿ, Ñ¨iÑ¨Ó~°‚"≥∞ÿ# J^ŒÌOÖ’...

xâ◊≈|Ì"≥∞ÿ Ñ¨iÑ¨Ó~°‚"≥∞ÿ# J Œ̂ÌOÖ’
Jk r"åxflã¨∞ÎOk, qâßÅOQÍ, ã¨Ê+ì̈OQÍ
H˘O_»Å h_»efl „Ñ¨uÑ¶̈eã¨∂Î
#Å¡\˜ =ÚMÏÅ∞ f~å# PÖ’zã¨∞ÎO_»QÍ

xâ◊≈|Ì"≥∞ÿ, Ñ¨iÑ¨Ó~°‚"≥∞ÿ# J^ŒÌOÖ’
HõxÑ≤™êÎ~Ú PHÍâ◊Ñ¨Ù "≥·q è̂•ºÅ∞
J Œ̂ÌO =ÚMÏ# =∞|∞ƒÅ∞ `å~°\Ï¡_®Î~Ú
Jq =∞~°}˜ã¨∂Î J Œ̂ÌO =ÚMÏxfl =∞ã¨HõÉÏ~°∞™êÎ~Ú

xâ◊≈|Ì"≥∞ÿ Ñ¨iÑ¨Ó~°‚"≥∞ÿ# J Œ̂ÌOÖ’
Jk K«∂Ñ≤ã¨∞ÎOk «̀∞á¶ê#∞ Œ̂$âßºxfl
Jq "≥∞~°∞™êÎ~Ú "≥∞~°∞Ñ¨ÙÅ`À, L~°∞=ÚÅ
QÆ~°̊#Å`À, HÍx, ÉèíOQÆÑ¨~°K«=Ù "åà◊¡ xâ◊≈ÉÏÌxfl

J Œ̂ÌO JÖÏ<Õ K«∂Ñ≤ã¨∞ÎOk
xâ◊≈|ÌOÖ’ xâ◊ÛÅOQÍ, qâßÅOQÍ, ã¨Ê+ì̈OQÍ

<Õ#∞ J^•Ìxfl, "åà◊¡#∞ „Ñ¨uÑ¶̈e™êÎ#∞
<åÖÏ<Õ "åà◊¥¡ J Œ̂ÌOÖÏO\˜"åà◊√¡
<Õ#∞ g_À¯Å∞ ~°∂áêÅ#∞ =ke"≥àÏÎ#∞
"åà◊¡H˜zÛ# ~°∂áêÅ#∞ q_çz"≥àÏÎ#∞

f~°O #∞Oz QÆO_»tÅÅ∞ JÅ¡iÃÑ_®Î~Ú
=~°¬O`À ÉÏ@∞ L~°∞=ÚÅ∞ â◊aÌ™êÎ~Ú ÃÑ~°∞QÆ∞ «̀∂
ã¨~°ã¨∞ûÃÑ·# "≥∞~°∞Ñ¨ÙÅ∞ "≥∞~°∞™êÎ~Ú `«Ñ¨ÊHõ
<Õ#∞ "å\˜x „Ñ¨uÑ¶̈eã¨∂Î "≥o¡áÈ"åe
=ÚO Œ̂∞‰õΩ, =Ú#∞‡O Œ̂∞‰õΩ, J#O «̀OQÍ!

✤ ✤
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THE AKKERMAN STEPPE

I launch myself across the dry and open narrows,

My carriage plunging into green as if a ketch,

Floundering through the meadow flowers in the stretch.

I pass an archipelago of coral yarrows.

It’s dusk now, not a road in sight, nor ancient barrows.

I look up at the sky and look for stars to catch.

There distant clouds glint—there tomorrow starts to etch;

The Dnieper glimmers; Akkerman’s lamp shines and harrows.

I stand in stillness, hear the migratory cranes,

Their necks and wings beyond the reach of preying hawks;

Hear where the sooty copper glides across the plains,

Where on its underside a viper writhes through stalks.

Amid the hush I lean my ears down grassy lanes

And listen for a voice from home. Nobody talks.

— translated from the Polish by Leo Yankevich

✧✧✧✧✧
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4. JHõ¯~°=∂<£ ÃãìÃÑÊ "≥∞ÿ^•#O

á⁄_ç, W~°∞‰õΩ ^•~°∞ÅÖ’ ##∞fl <Õ#∞ Pq+¨̄ i™êÎ#∞

<å |O_ç Ç¨Ïi «̀=#OÖ’H˜ ̂ Œ∞=Ú‰õΩ «̀∞Ok Ô~O_»∞ ̀ ≥~°KåÑ¨Å <å=ÖÏ

"≥∞ÿ̂ •#Ñ¨Ù Ñ¨ÙëêÊÅ#∞ `˘‰õΩ¯‰õΩO@∂ P qâßÅ „Ñ¨̂ Õâ◊OÖ’

Ñ¨QÆ_®Å Ñ¨ÓÅ"≥ÚHȭ Å∞#fl nfiáêÅ ã¨=¸Ç¨xfl ^•@∞ «̀∂

WÑ¨C_»∞ pHõ\˜ Ñ¨_çOk, ̂ •i HõxÑ≤OK«̂ Œ∞, J<åk QÆ∞@ìÅ∂ HÍ#~å=Ù

<Õ#∞ K«∂™ê#∞ xOy"ÕÑ̈Ù, `å~°Å "ÕÑ̈Ù ^•iHÀã̈O

Œ̂∂~°Ñ¨Ù =∞|∞ƒÅ∞ "≥∞~°∞ã¨∞Î<åflÜ«∞Hȭ _», ̂~Ñ¨\˜ K«∞Hȭ Å∞ K≥‰õΩ¯ «̀∞#fl KÀ@∞

'hÑ¨~ü— #k =∞ã¨Hõ =∞ã¨HõQÍ, JHȭ ~°=∂<£ nÑ¨O "≥Å∞QÆ∞‰õΩ J_»∞¤ ÖË‰õΩO_®!

<Õ#∞ xÅ|_®¤#∞ xâ◊ÛÅã≤÷uÖ’, =Åã¨ H˘OQÆefl qO@∂

"å\˜ "≥∞_»Å∞, Ô~Hȭ Å∞ _ÕQÆÅHõO Œ̂#O «̀ Œ̂∂~°OÖ’

qã¨∞, "≥∞ÿ̂ •ÅÃÑ· "åºÑ≤ã¨∞Î#fl ~åy =∞ã≤ K«Ñ¨C_»∞#∞.

"≥ÚHȭ Å HÍO_®Å Œ̂QÆæ~° á⁄_»áê=Ú Hõ̂ Œ∞Å∞Î#flk

<Õ#∞ K≥=ÙÅ∞ iH˜̄ Oz qO@∞<åfl#∞ Ñ¨K«Ûx ^•~°∞Ö’¡

WO\˜ #∞Oz =KÕÛ ã¨fi~°O HÀã¨O† Z=~°∂ Ñ¨ÅHõ_»O ÖË̂ Œ∞.

✧✧✧✧✧

✤ ✤
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GOOD NIGHT

Goodnight! No more merriment for us today,

May angels enfold you in blue wings of cheer,

Goodnight! May your eyes ease after bitter tears,

Goodnight! May your heart’s passion slumber away.

Goodnight! to moments of intimate replies,

May a charming and soothing music surround,

May it play in your ears, and whilst sleeping sound,

Let my image so delight your sleepy eyes.

Goodnight. Turn around! Place your gaze in my keep,

Permit a cheek-Goodnight!-For your butler you’ve clapped?

Give me your bosom to kiss-Goodnight-so strapped.

Goodnight. You have run off and you want no more.

Goodnight through the keyhole-sadly-a locked door!

Repeating ‘goodnight!’ I’d never let you sleep.

✧✧✧✧✧
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5. â◊√Éèí~å„u

QÆ∞_£<≥·\ò! W"åfioìH˜ D P#O Œ̂O KåÅ∞!

ZO Œ̂~À Õ̂= Œ̂∂ «̀Å∞ P#O Œ̂Ñ¨Ù heÔ~Hȭ Å`À x#∞fl á⁄kq<å~°∞

â◊√Éèí~å„u! Œ̂∞óMÏâ◊$=ÙÅ∞ «̀yæ h Hõ#∞Å∞ q„âßOu <˘O Œ̂∞#∞QÍHõ!

â◊√Éèí~å„u! h Ç¨Ï$ Œ̂Ü≥∂ Õ̂fiQÆO LÑ¨â◊q∞OK«∞#∞ QÍHõ!

QÆ∞_£<≥·\ò! Pf‡Ü«∞"≥∞ÿ# ã¨=∂ è̂•#Ñ¨Ù Hõ∆}ÏÅ‰õΩ

PHõ~°¬}©Ü«∞"≥∞ÿ, Ãã Œ̂ fˆ~Û ã¨Ow «̀O K«∞@∂ì „Ñ¨ã¨iOK«∞#∞ QÍHõ!

Jk h g#∞Å‰õΩ qxÑ≤Oz, h=Ù QÍ_è»OQÍ x„kOK«QÍ

h x Œ̂∞~° Hõ#∞Å‰õΩ <å ~°∂Ñ¨O P#O Œ̂̂ •Ü«∞Hõ=∞QÆ∞#∞ QÍHõ!

â◊√Éèí~å„u! W@∞ u~°∞QÆ∞, h K«∂Ñ¨Ù#∞ LOK«∞ <å ~°Hõ∆}Ö’,

h K≥H˜̄ eÃÑ· =ÚkÌ_»h, h ¿ã=‰õΩ_ç<≥· K«Ñ¨Ê@∞¡ H˘\ì̃<å"å?

<å‰õΩ h H“yexzÛ, â◊√Éèí~å„u ≥̀Å∞Ñ¨Ù «̀∂ =Ú^•Ì_»∞

QÆ∞_£<≥·\ò! h=Ù "≥o¡áÈÜ«∂=Ù WHõKåÅ∞ Jx `åà◊O "Õã≤

`åà◊Ñ¨Ù ~°O„ è̂ŒO ^•fi~å h‰õΩ K≥|∞ «̀∞<åfl#∞ â◊√Éèí~å„u!

=∞~°Å =∞~°Å â◊√Éèí~å„u ≥̀Å∞Ñ¨Ù «̀∂ <Õ#∞ x#∞fl x„ Œ̂áÈx=fi#∞.

✧✧✧✧✧

✤ ✤
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Czeslaw Milosz - 30 June 1911 – 14 August 2004) was a

Polish poet, prose writer, translator and diplomat. He always

identified strongly as well with Lithuania, as he was born in what

is now Kaunas County, grew up in rural Lithuania, and was

educated at university in what is again known as Vilnius, then

part of Poland.

His World War II-era sequence The World is a collection

of twenty “naïve” poems. Following the war, he served as Polish

cultural attache in Paris and Washington, D.C., and in 1951

defected to the West. His nonfiction book The Captive Mind

(1953) became a classic of anti-Stalinism. From 1961 to 1998 he

was a professor of Slavic Languages and Literatures at the

University of California, Berkeley.

He became a U.S. citizen in 1970.  In 1978 he was awarded

the Neustadt International Prize for Literature, and in 1980 the

Nobel Prize in Literature for his poetry, essays and other writing.

In 1999 he was named a Puterbaugh Fellow.  After the fall of the

Iron Curtain, he divided his time between Berkeley, California,

and Krakow, Poland.

CZESLAW MILOSZ

*ˇ™ê¡ q∞ÖÁãπ˚*ˇ™ê¡ q∞ÖÁãπ˚*ˇ™ê¡ q∞ÖÁãπ˚*ˇ™ê¡ q∞ÖÁãπ˚*ˇ™ê¡ q∞ÖÁãπ˚
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LOVE

Love means to learn to look at yourself

The way one looks at distant things

For you are only one thing among many.

And whoever sees that way heals his heart,

Without knowing it, from various ills—

A bird and a tree say to him: Friend.

Then he wants to use himself and things

So that they stand in the glow of ripeness.

It doesn’t matter whether he knows what he serves:

Who serves best doesn’t always understand.

✧✧✧✧✧
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6. „¿Ñ=∞

„¿Ñ=∞O>Ë hÖ’H˜ x#∞fl K«∂ã¨∞HÀ_®xx <Õ~°∞ÛHÀ=_»O

Œ̂∂~°Ñ¨Ù =ã¨∞Î=Ùefl K«∂¿ã f~°∞QÍ

ZO Œ̂∞HõO>Ë h=Ù Zxfl\˜Ö’<À XHȭ _çq

JÖÏ K«∂¿ã"å_»∞ Ç¨Ï$ Œ̂Ü«∞"Õ̂ Œ##∞ f~°ÛQÆÅ_»∞

Jk ≥̀eÜ«∞‰õΩO_®, J<ÕHõ ~°∞QÆ‡ «̀Å∞-

XHõ Ñ¨H∆̃, XHõ K≥@∞ì K≥|∞`å~Ú† ¿ãflÇ≤Ï «̀∞_®

JÑ¨C_»̀ «_»∞ «̀##∞, q+¨Ü«∂Å#∞ "å_»∞‰õΩO\Ï_»∞

Ñ¨HÍfixH˜ =zÛ# "≥Å∞QÆ∞Ö’ HÍ#=™êÎÜ«∞q

J «̀_»∞ =_ç¤OKÕk J «̀_çH˜ ≥̀eã≤<å ≥̀eÜ«∞HõáÈ~Ú<å ã¨̂~

ÉÏQÍ ¿ã= KÕ¿ã"å_»∞ ÉÏQÍ J~°÷O KÕã¨∞HÀ"åÅ<Õ̂ Õg∞ ÖË̂ Œ∞.

✧✧✧✧✧

✤ ✤
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MAGPIETY

The same and not quite the same,

I walked through oak forests

Amazed that my Muse, Mnemosyne,

Has in no way diminished my amazement.

A magpie was screeching and I said: Magpiety?

What is magpiety? I shall never achieve

A magpie heart, a hairy nostril over the beak, a flight

That always renews just when coming down,

And so I shall never comprehend magpiety.

If however magpiety does not exist

My nature does not exist either.

Who would have guessed that, centuries later,

I would invent the question of universals?

(Magpie+Piety = Magpiety - A Portmanteau word invented by
Thomas Hood (1799-1845) English Poet and humorist to denote

talkativeness, garrulity, religious piety)

✧✧✧✧✧
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7. ÉÁ=∞‡*ˇ=Ú_»∞ HÍH˜ - =∞`« qâßfiã¨O

J Õ̂ HÍx, J Õ̂ Ñ¨ÓiÎQÍ HÍ Œ̂∞, FH± J_»qÖ’ #_çKå#∞ <Õ#∞

<å HõàÏ=∞ «̀e¡ '<≥"≥Úã≤x— <å Pâ◊Û~åºxfl

«̀yæOK«ÖË̂ ≥O Œ̂∞Hõx <Õ<åâ◊Û~°ºáÈÜ«∂#∞

ÉÁ=∞‡*ˇ=Ú_»∞ HÍH˜ J~°∞ã¨∞Î#flk- <Õ#<åfl#∞- '=∞ «̀qâßfiã¨Ñ¨Ù Ñ¨H©∆—-

WO «̀H© ÉÁ=∞‡*ˇ=Ú_»∞ HÍH˜ - =∞ «̀qâßfiã¨"Õ∞q∞\˜?

<Õ#∞ ™êkèOK«ÖË#∞ ÉÁ=∞‡*ˇ=Ú_»∞ HÍH˜ Ç¨Ï$ Œ̂Ü«∂xfl,

=Ú‰õΩ¯ g∞ Œ̂ "≥O„_»∞HõÅ∞#fl ~°O„ è̂ŒO, ZQÆ~°_»O,

áÈ~Ú#H˘nÌ =ã¨∂Î<Õ LO\Ï~Ú, Wg, =∞ «̀qâßfi™êÅ∂

XHõ"Õà◊ Jk ÖË̂ Œ#∞HÀ

<å ã¨Ç¨Ï[ „Ñ¨Hõ$u LxH© LO_»̂ Œ∞.

Z=~°∂Ç≤ÏOK«QÆÅ~°∞, â◊̀ åÉÏÌÅ «̀~°∞"å «̀

qâ◊fi[h#"≥∞ÿ# „Ñ¨â◊fl#∞ <Õ#∞ Hõ#∞Q˘O\Ï#x?

✧✧✧✧✧

✤ ✤
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MEANING

When I die, I will see the lining of the world.

The other side, beyond bird, mountain, sunset.

The true meaning, ready to be decoded.

What never added up will add Up,

What was incomprehensible will be comprehended.

- And if there is no lining to the world?

If a thrush on a branch is not a sign,

But just a thrush on the branch? If night and day

Make no sense following each other?

And on this earth there is nothing except this earth?

- Even if that is so, there will remain

A word wakened by lips that perish,

A tireless messenger who runs and runs

Through interstellar fields, through the revolving galaxies,

And calls out, protests, screams.

✧✧✧✧✧
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8. J~°÷O

<Õ#∞ K«xáÈÜÕ∞Ñ¨C_»∞ K«∂™êÎ#∞ „Ñ¨Ñ¨OK«Ñ¨Ù JOK«∞#∞

P=e "ÕÑ¨Ù, Ñ¨H∆̃, Ñ¨~°fi «̀O, ã¨∂~åºãÎ̈=∞Ü«∂xH˜ P=Å

Jã¨Ö·̌# J~°÷O, "≥eH˜nÜ«∞|_»_®xH˜ ã≤̂ ŒúOQÍ L#flk

Z#fl_»∂ HõÅÑ¨|_»xk HõÅ∞ã¨∞ÎOkÑ¨C_»∞.

WO «̀=~°‰õΩ J~°÷O KÕã¨∞HÀ|_»xk J~°÷=∞=Ù «̀∞Ok.

=∞i „Ñ¨Ñ¨OKåxH˜ Jã¨Å∞ JOKÕ ÖËHõáÈ Õ̀?

«̀~°∂ âßYÃÑ· zxflÑ≤@ì F ã¨OˆH «̀O HÍ^•?

~å„u, Ñ¨QÆÅ∞ XHõ̂ •x<˘Hõ_ç «̀~°=∞_»O K≥Ñ¨Ê_»O ÖË̂ •?

D Éèí∂q∞ÃÑ· Éèí∂q∞ «̀Ñ¨Ê WOˆHg∞ ÖË̂ •

JÖÏ J~Ú#Ñ¨Ê\˜H© JHȭ _» q∞QÆ∞Å∞ÎOk

#tOKÕ ÃÑ^•ÅKÕ "Õ∞ÖÁ¯ÅÊ|_ç# '=∂@—

JÅ∞Ñ¨Ù ÖËx "å~åÎÇ¨Ï~°∞_»∞, ZÅ¡Ñ¨C_»∂ Ñ¨iÔQ_»∂Î

`å~å=∞O_»ÖÏÅ QÆ∞O_®, Ñ¨i„Éèíq∞OKÕ hÇ¨iHõÅ QÆ∞O_®,

Ñ≤Å∞Ñ¨Ùxã¨∂Î, JÉèíºO «̀~°O K≥|∞ «̀∂, J~°∞ã¨∂Î....

✧✧✧✧✧

✤ ✤
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NOT MINE

All my life to pretend this world of theirs is mine

And to know such pretending is disgraceful.

But what can I do? Suppose I suddenly screamed

And started to prophesy. No one would hear me.

Their screens and microphones are not for that.

Others like me wander the streets

And talk to themselves. Sleep on benches in parks,

Or on pavements in alleys. For there aren’t enough prisons

To lock up all the poor. I smile and keep quiet.

They won’t get me now.

To feast with the chosen—that I do well.

Translated from Polish to English by Robert Hass

✧✧✧✧✧
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9. <åk HÍ Œ̂∞

<å rq «̀=∞O`å #\˜OKå#∞ "åà◊¡ „Ñ¨Ñ¨OK«O <å Œ̂x

≥̀Å∞ã¨∞‰õΩ<åfl#∞ P #@# J==∂#Hõ~°=∞x

HÍx <Õ<Õq∞ KÕÜ«∞QÆÅ#∞? K«@∞‰õΩ¯# JiKå##∞HÀ

Jiz Éèíq+¨º «̀∞Î#∞ *’ã¨ºO K≥Ñ¨ÊÉ’ Õ̀, Z=~°∞ qO\Ï~°∞?

"åà◊¡ ≥̀~°Å∞, "≥∞ÿ„HÀá¶È#∞Å∞ ^•xHÀã¨O HÍ Œ̂∞ Hõ̂ •

q∞QÆ̀ å"åà◊¡‰õΩ <Õ#∞ g è̂Œ∞Ö’¡ u~°QÆ_»O W+ì̈O,

"åà◊¡̀ À =∂\Ï¡_»_»O, áê~°∞¯ |Å¡ÅÃÑ· Ñ¨_»∞HÀ=_»O

ÖË̂ • HÍeÉÏ@ÅÃÑ· ã¨O Œ̂∞Q˘O Œ̂∞Ö’¡, ZO Œ̂∞HõO>Ë

ã¨iÑ¨_ç#O «̀ [#O ÖË~°∞ ¿Ñ Œ̂"åà◊¡#∞ *·̌à◊¡Ö’ ÃÑ\ì̃ ̀ åà◊O "Õ¿ãO Œ̂∞‰õΩ

"åà◊√¡ #xflÑ¨C_»∞ Ñ¨@∞ìHÀÖË~°∞

ZxflHõ KÕÜ«∞|_ç# "åi`À qO Œ̂∞ KÕ¿ãO Œ̂∞‰õΩ- Jk <Õ#∞ ÉÏQÍ KÕ™êÎ#∞.

✧✧✧✧✧

✤ ✤
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ONE POEM

You ask me how to pray to someone who is not.

All I know is that prayer constructs a velvet bridge

And walking it we are aloft, as on a springboard,

Above landscapes the color of ripe gold

Transformed by a magic stopping of the sun.

That bridge leads to the shore of Reversal

Where everything is just the opposite and the word ‘is’

Unveils a meaning we hardly envisioned.

Notice: I say we; there, every one, separately,

Feels compassion for others entangled in the flesh

And knows that if there is no other shore

We will walk that aerial bridge all the same.

✧✧✧✧✧
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10. XHõ Hõq «̀

h=_»∞QÆ∞`å=Ù ZÖÏ „áêi÷OKåe ÖËx"å_çHõx

<å‰õΩ ≥̀eã≤O Œ̂ÖÏ¡ „áê~°÷# XHõ "≥Öˇfi\ò =O ≥̀##∞ xi‡ã¨∞ÎO Œ̂x

XHõ „ã≤ÊOQ∑É’~°∞¤ÃÑ· #_çz#@∞¡, ÃÑ· Z «̀∞Î#

|OQÆ~°∞ Ñ¨ã¨∞Ñ¨Ù ~°OQÆ∞ "≥∞ÿ̂ •<åÅ‰õΩ ZQÆ∞=#

ã¨∂~°∞º_çx PÑ≤#@∞¡, F =∂Ü«∞KÕ =∂~°∞Ê K≥Ok#@∞¡

"≥#H˜̄  =∞~°ÖËÛ f~åxfl KÕ̂~Û =O ≥̀# Œ̂QÆæ~°

JHȭ _» Jhfl =ºuˆ~Hõ"Õ∞, L#flk J<Õ Ñ¨̂ ŒO

=∞#O U<å_»∂ Œ̂$tºOK«x J~å÷xfl q_»=∞~°∞ã¨∞ÎOk.

QÆ∞iÎOK«∞ <Õ#<åfl#∞ '=∞#O— Jx- JHȭ _» „Ñ¨u XHȭ ~°∞

q_çq_çQÍ, Õ̂Ç¨ÏÑ¨Ù =∂Oã¨OÖ’ z‰õΩ¯|_ç#"åà◊√¡

á⁄O Œ̂∞`å~°∞ Œ̂Ü«∞#∞† ≥̀Å∞ã¨∞‰õΩO\Ï~°∞ "Õ̂~ f~°O ÖË̂ Œx

JO Œ̂~°O JÖÏ<Õ ^•@∞`åO P "åÜ«Ú =O ≥̀##∞.

✧✧✧✧✧

✤ ✤
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Maria Wislawa Anna Szymborska (2 July 1923 –

1 February 2012) was a Polish poet, essayist, translator and

recipient of the 1996 Nobel Prize in Literature. Born in Prowent,

which has since become part of Kornik, she later resided in

Krakow until the end of her life. In Poland, Szymborska’s books

have reached sales rivaling prominent prose authors: although

she once remarked in a poem, “Some Like Poetry” (“Niektórzy

lubi¹ poezjê”), that no more than two out of a thousand people

care for the art.

Szymborska was awarded the 1996 Nobel Prize in

Literature “for poetry that with ironic precision allows the

historical and biological context to come to light in fragments of

human reality”. She became better known internationally as a

result of this. Her work has been translated into English and many

European languages, as well as into Arabic, Hebrew, Japanese,

Persian and Chinese.

WISLAWA SZYMBORSKA

q™ê¡"å lOÉÁ~ü™ê¯q™ê¡"å lOÉÁ~ü™ê¯q™ê¡"å lOÉÁ~ü™ê¯q™ê¡"å lOÉÁ~ü™ê¯q™ê¡"å lOÉÁ~ü™ê¯
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UTOPIA

Island where all becomes clear.

Solid ground beneath your feet.

The only roads are those that offer access.

Bushes bend beneath the weight of proofs.

The Tree of Valid Supposition grows here

with branches disentangled since time immemorial.

The Tree of Understanding, dazzlingly straight and simple,

sprouts by the spring called Now I Get It.

The thicker the woods, the vaster the vista:

the Valley of Obviously.

If any doubts arise, the wind dispels them instantly.

Echoes stir unsummoned

and eagerly explain all the secrets of the worlds.

On the right a cave where Meaning lies.

On the left the Lake of Deep Conviction.

Truth breaks from the bottom and bobs to the surface.

Unshakable Confidence towers over the valley.

Its peak offers an excellent view of the Essence of Things.

For all its charms, the island is uninhabited,

and the faint footprints scattered on its beaches

turn without exception to the sea.

As if all you can do here is leave

and plunge, never to return, into the depths.

Into unfathomable life.

Translated from Polish to English by

S. Baranczak & C. Cavanagh

✧✧✧✧✧
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11. Éèí∂ «̀Å ã¨fi~°æO

Jhfl ã¨Ê+ì̈OQÍ Hõ#|_Õ nfiÑ¨O
h áê^•ÅH˜O Œ̂ QÆ\ì̃ <ÕÅ
JHȭ _çH˜ "≥àı¡O Œ̂∞‰õΩ ^•~°∞Å∞<åfl~Ú
|∞∞A=ÙÅ |~°∞=Ù‰õΩ «̀ÅÅ∞ =Oz# á⁄ Œ̂Å∞.

TÇ¨=$Hõ∆O ÃÑ~°∞QÆ∞ «̀∞OkHȭ _»
J<åkHÍÅO #∞O_ô z‰õΩ¯=_ç# âßYÅ`À
„QÍÇ¨Ïº=$Hõ∆O HõxÑ≤ã¨∞ÎOk KåÖÏ =∂=¸Å∞QÍ
'<ÕxÑ¨C_»∞ á⁄O Œ̂∞`å#∞— -J<Õ U~°∞ Ñ¨Hȭ #

J_»=ÙÅ∞ Œ̂@ì=∞ÜÕ∞ºH˘nÌ, qâßÅ=∞ÜÕ∞º ^•~°∞Å∞
ã¨Êëêìu ã¨Ê+ì̈Ñ¨Ù Ö’Ü«∞.
U ≥̂·<å ã¨O Õ̂Ç¨ÏO «̀ÖˇuÎ̀ Õ
QÍe «̀i"Õ∞ã¨∞ÎOk "≥O@<Õ, P Hõ∆}Ï#.

Ñ≤Å=‰õΩO_®<Õ „Ñ¨u è̂Œfi#∞Å∞ K≥Åˆ~QÆ∞`å~Ú
„Ñ¨Ñ¨OKåÅ ~°Ç¨Ï™êºÅ#∞ ≥̀eÜ«∞*ˇ|∞`å~Ú
‰õΩ_çÑ¨Hȭ  QÆ∞Ç¨ÏÖ’ LO@∞Ok J~°÷O
Z_»=∞ Ñ¨Hȭ  Jaè„áêÜ«∂Å ã¨~°ã¨∞û
J_»∞QÆ∞ #∞Oz L|∞‰õΩ «̀∞Ok ã῭ «ºO

K≥‰õΩ¯K≥̂ Œ~°x #=∞‡HõO Ö’Ü«∞‰õΩ ZQÆ∞=#
q+¨Ü«∂Å ™ê~°O HõxÑ≤ã¨∞ÎOk tY~°OÃÑ·#∞Oz
Jxfl q+¨Ü«∂Å∞<åfl, P nqÖ’ ÖË~°∞ [#O
f~åÅÃÑ· JHȭ _»Hȭ _® HõxÑ≤OKÕ Ñ¨̂ Œ=Ú„ Œ̂Å∞
Jhfl =∞à◊√¡̀ å~Ú ã¨=Ú„ Œ̂OÖ’ˆH!

g∞~°∞ KÕÜ«∞QÆeyO Œ̂ÖÏ¡ =ke "≥à◊¡_»O
"≥o¡, Œ̂∂H˜, uiy~åÖËx Ö’ «̀∞Ö’¡H˜ áÈ=_»O,
rq «̀Ñ¨Ù Ö’Ö’ «̀∞Ö’¡H˜.

✧✧✧✧✧

✤ ✤
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On Death, without Exaggeration

It can’t take a joke,

find a star, make a bridge.

It knows nothing about weaving, mining, farming,

building ships, or baking cakes.

In our planning for tomorrow,

it has the final word,

which is always beside the point.

It can’t even get the things done

that are part of its trade:

dig a grave,

make a coffin,

clean up after itself.

Preoccupied with killing,

it does the job awkwardly,

without system or skill.

As though each of us were its first kill.

Oh, it has its triumphs,

but look at its countless defeats,

missed blows,

and repeat attempts!

Sometimes it isn’t strong enough

to swat a fly from the air.

Many are the caterpillars

that have outcrawled it.
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12. =∞$ «̀∞º=Ù QÆ∞iOz,
Juâ◊Ü≥∂‰õΩÎÅ∞ ÖË‰õΩO_®

Jk Ç¨™êºxfl ã¨Ç≤ÏOK«̂ Œ∞,
#Hõ∆„`åefl "≥̂ ŒHõ_»O, =O ≥̀# xi‡OK«_»O
^•xH˜ ≥̀eÜ«∞ Œ̂∞ <Õ̀ «, QÆx, =º=™êÜ«∞O
<ÒHÍx~å‡}O, ˆH‰õΩÅ∞ «̀Ü«∂~°∞ KÕÜ«∞_»O

ˆ~Ñ¨\˜ HÀã¨O =∞# „Ñ¨}ÏoHõÖ’
^•x Õ̂ PYi =∂@
=ÚYº q+¨Ü«∞O Ñ¨Hȭ <Õ LO@∞Ok.

Jk U Ñ¨h KÕÜ«∞ÖË̂ Œ∞,
^•x =$uÎÖ’ ÉèÏQÆ"≥∞ÿ<å,
Q˘~Úº «̀=fi_»O
â◊=¿Ñ\˜Hõ xi‡OK«_»O
«̀##∞ `å#∞ â◊√„ÉèíÑ¨~°K«∞HÀ=_»O.

K«OÑ¨_»O`À x=∞QÆfl"≥∞ÿ
«̀# Ñ¨xx KÕã¨∞ÎOk J=Hõ̀ «=HõÅ∞QÍ

XHõ Ñ¨̂ Œúf LO_»̂ Œ∞, <Õ~°∞Ê LO_»̂ Œ∞.
=∞# „Ñ¨u XHȭ ~°∂ ^•x `˘e |eÑ¨â◊√=#fl@∞¡

FÇπÏ, ^•x q[Ü«∂Å∞ ^•x‰õΩ<åfl~Ú
HÍx L<åfl~Ú Jã¨OMÏºHõ JÑ¨[Ü«∂Å∂
KåÖÏ Q˘OQÆo Ñ¨Ù~°∞QÆ∞Å∞
^•xx ^•\˜ áê‰õΩ`å~Ú

✤ ✤
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All those bulbs, pods,

tentacles, fins, tracheae,

nuptial plumage, and winter fur

show that it has fallen behind

with its halfhearted work.

Ill will won’t help

and even our lending a hand with wars and coups d’etat

is so far not enough.

Hearts beat inside eggs.

Babies’ skeletons grow.

Seeds, hard at work, sprout their first tiny pair of leaves

and sometimes even tall trees fall away.

Whoever claims that it’s omnipotent

is himself living proof

that it’s not.

There’s no life

that couldn’t be immortal

if only for a moment.

Death

always arrives by that very moment too late.

In vain it tugs at the knob

of the invisible door.

As far as you’ve come

can’t be undone.

Translated from Polish to English by

S. Baranczak & C. Cavanagh

✧✧✧✧✧
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P ^Œ∞OÑ¨Å∞, |^ŒÌÅ∞,
PHÀìÑ¨ãπ KÕ̀ «∞Å∞, "≥ÚÑ¨ÊÅ∞, Q˘O «̀∞ <åàÏÅ∞
=ã¨O «̀ HÍÅÑ¨Ù DHõÅ∞, j`åHÍÅÑ¨Ù Lxfl
K≥|∞`å~Ú Jk "≥#Hõ|_çO Œ̂x
«̀# J~°÷=∞#ã¨̄ Ñ¨Ù Ñ¨xÖ’!

K≥_»∞ WK«Ûù ™êÜ«∞O KÕÜ«∞ Œ̂∞
=∞# ™êÜ«∞=∞#fl Õ̂ Ü«Ú^•úÅ∞, ‰õΩ„@Å∞
ã¨iáÈ=Ù ^•xH˜

JO_®Å Ö’Ñ¨Å QÆ∞O_≥ H˘@∞ì‰õΩO@∞Ok
Ñ≤O_®Å Z=ÚHõÅ∞ ÃÑ~°∞QÆ∞`å~Ú
q «̀Î<åÅ∞, „â◊q∞Oz "≥ÚÅÔHuÎ «̀=∞ [O@ P‰õΩefl K«∂Ñ≤™êÎ~Ú
XHÀ¯™êi Z ≥̀ÎÂ# K≥@∞¡ <ÕÅ‰õÄeáÈ`å~Ú.

Z=Ô~·<å ^•x ã¨~°fiâ◊HÎ̃=∞O «̀∞_»x J<åfl_®
J «̀_Õ ã¨r= L^•Ç¨Ï~°}
Jk HÍ Œ̂x K≥¿ÑÊO Œ̂∞‰õΩ.

XHȭ  Hõ∆}"≥∞ÿ<å
J=∞~°̀ åfixfl á⁄O Œ̂x
rq XHȭ \© ÖË̂ Œ∞.

=∞$ «̀∞º=Ù ZÑ¨C_»∂ =ã¨∞ÎOk
P XHȭ Hõ∆}O PÅã¨ºOQÍ,
H ˆ̆H¯xfl Ñ¨@∞ì‰õΩx =$ è̂•QÍ „â◊=∞Ñ¨_»∞ÎOk
HõxÑ≤OK«x ^•fi~°O = Œ̂Ì
h=Ù =zÛ# Œ̂∂~°O =∂„ «̀O
"≥#H˜̄  =∞~°Å Œ̂∞.

✧✧✧✧✧
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The Three Oddest Words

When I pronounce the word Future,

the first syllable already belongs to the past.

When I pronounce the word Silence,

I destroy it.

When I pronounce the word Nothing,

I make something no non-being can hold.

Translated from Polish to English by

S. Baranczak & C. Cavanagh

✧✧✧✧✧
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13. =¸_»∞ q_»∂¤~°Ñ¨Ù Ñ¨̂ •Å∞

<Õ#∞ Éèíq+¨º «̀∞Î Ñ¨̂ ŒO „Ñ¨Hõ\˜Oz#Ñ¨Ù_»∞

`˘e Ñ¨̂ ŒO JÑ¨Ê\˜̂H Éèí∂ «̀HÍÅOÖ’H˜ KÕiOk.

<Õ#∞ xâ◊≈|Ì Ñ¨̂ •xfl „Ñ¨Hõ\˜Oz#Ñ¨Ù_»∞

Jk xâ◊≈ÉÏÌxfl è̂ŒfiOã¨O KÕã≤Ok

<Õ#∞ 'Ug∞ÖË̂ Œ∞— J<Õ Ñ¨̂ •xfl „Ñ¨Hõ\˜Oz#Ñ¨C_»∞

P 'Ñ¨̂ ŒO— 'Ug∞ÖË̂ Œ∞—Ö’ L#fl Ñ¨̂ ŒO J~ÚºOk.

✧✧✧✧✧

✤ ✤
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Possibilities

I prefer movies.

I prefer cats.

I prefer the oaks along the Warta.

I prefer Dickens to Dostoyevsky.

I prefer myself liking people

to myself loving mankind.

I prefer keeping a needle and thread on hand, just in case.

I prefer the color green.

I prefer not to maintain

that reason is to blame for everything.

I prefer exceptions.

I prefer to leave early.

I prefer talking to doctors about something else.

I prefer the old fine-lined illustrations.

I prefer the absurdity of writing poems

to the absurdity of not writing poems.

I prefer, where love’s concerned, nonspecific anniversaries

that can be celebrated every day.

I prefer moralists

who promise me nothing.

I prefer cunning kindness to the over-trustful kind.

I prefer the earth in civvies.

I prefer conquered to conquering countries.

I prefer having some reservations.

I prefer the hell of chaos to the hell of order.
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14. ã¨OÉèÏ=º «̀Å∞

<Õ#∞ W+ì̈Ñ¨_»̀ å#∞ K«Å#z„`åefl

<Õ#∞ W+ì̈Ñ¨_»̀ å#∞ Ñ≤Å∞¡efl

<Õ#∞ W+ì̈Ñ¨_»̀ å#∞ '"å~åÎ— #k Ñ¨Hȭ # FH± =$H∆Íefl

<Õ#∞ W+ì̈Ñ¨_»̀ å#∞  _çÔH<£û#∞ ^À™⁄Î=ã‘̄  Hõ<åfl

<Õ#∞ W+ì̈Ñ¨_»̀ å#∞ „Ñ¨[Å#∞ W+ì̈Ñ¨_»_®xx

<Õ#∞ =∂#=`åfixfl W+ì̈Ñ¨_ç# ^•xHõ<åfl

<Õ#∞ W+ì̈Ñ¨_»̀ å#∞ ã¨∂k, ^•~°O ZÑ¨C_»∂ <å KÕuÖ’ LO_»_®xx

<Õ#∞ W+ì̈Ñ¨_»̀ å#∞ Ç¨Ïi «̀=~å‚xfl

<Õ#∞ W+ì̈Ñ¨_»̀ å#∞ „Ñ¨u^•xH˜ XHõ HÍ~°}Ïxfl "≥kH˜ xOkOK«_®xx

<Õ#∞ W+ì̈Ñ¨_»̀ å#∞ q∞#Ç¨~ÚOÑ¨Ùefl

<Õ#∞ W+ì̈Ñ¨_»̀ å#∞ «̀fi~°QÍ "≥o¡áÈ=_®xx

<Õ#∞ W+ì̈Ñ¨_»̀ å#∞ "≥·̂ Œ∞ºÅ`À U^À XHõ\˜ =∂\Ï¡_»_®xx

<Õ#∞ W+ì̈Ñ¨_»̀ å#∞ „áêp# ˆ~MÏ z„`åefl

<Õ#∞ W+ì̈Ñ¨_»̀ å#∞ Hõq «̀Å∞ „"åÜ«∞_»OÖ’x Jã¨OQÆ̀ åxfl

Hõ<åfl „"åÜ«∞HõáÈ=_»OÖ’x Jã¨OQÆ̀ åxfl.

<Õ#∞ W+ì̈Ñ¨_»̀ å#∞ „¿Ñ=∞‰õΩ ã¨O|OkèOz# U_®k "Õ_»∞HõÅ∞

„Ñ¨u~ÀE [~°∞Ñ¨ÙHÀ=_®xx

<Õ#∞ W+ì̈Ñ¨_»̀ å#∞ hu=∞O «̀∞efl Un "åQÍÌ#O KÕÜ«∞x"åà◊¡#∞

<Õ#∞ W+ì̈Ñ¨_»̀ å#∞ "≥∂ã¨Ñ¨Ù Œ̂Ü«∞#∞, Juqâßfiã¨O Hõ<åfl

<Õ#∞ W+ì̈Ñ¨_»̀ å#∞ <ÕÅ#∞ ™ê è̂•~°} Œ̂∞ã¨∞ÎÅÖ’

<Õ#∞ W+ì̈Ñ¨_»̀ å#∞ P„Hõq∞OK«|_ç# ̂ ÕâßÅ#∞, P„Hõq∞OK«∞‰õΩ<Õ ̂ ÕâßÅHõ<åfl

<Õ#∞ W+ì̈Ñ¨_»̀ å#∞ H˘xfl „Ñ῭ ÕºHõ ã¨̂ Œ∞áêÜ«∂Å#∞

<Õ#∞ W+ì̈Ñ¨_»̀ å#∞ #~°HõÑ¨Ù JÅ[_çx, ã¨fi~°æÑ¨Ù „Hõ=∞Ñ¨̂ ŒúuHõ<åfl

<Õ#∞ W+ì̈Ñ¨_»̀ å#∞ '„y"£∞û— J Œ̂∞ƒù̀ « Hõ̂ äŒÅ#∞, "å~åÎÑ¨„uHõÅ

"≥Ú Œ̂\˜ ¿Ñr Hõ̂ äŒ<åÅHõ<åfl

✤ ✤
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I prefer Grimms’ fairy tales to the newspapers’ front pages.

I prefer leaves without flowers to flowers without leaves.

I prefer dogs with uncropped tails.

I prefer light eyes, since mine are dark.

I prefer desk drawers.

I prefer many things that I haven’t mentioned here

to many things I’ve also left unsaid.

I prefer zeroes on the loose

to those lined up behind a cipher.

I prefer the time of insects to the time of stars.

I prefer to knock on wood.

I prefer not to ask how much longer and when.

I prefer keeping in mind even the possibility

that existence has its own reason for being.

Translated from Polish to English by

S. Baranczak & C. Cavanagh

✧✧✧✧✧
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<Õ#∞ W+ì̈Ñ¨_»̀ å#∞ P‰õΩÅ∞ ÖËx Ñ¨ÓÅ#∞, Ñ¨ÓÅ∞ ÖËx P‰õΩÅHõ<åfl

<Õ#∞ W+ì̈Ñ¨_»̀ å#∞ `ÀHõÅ∞ HõuÎiOK«x ‰õΩHȭ Å#∞

<Õ#∞ W+ì̈Ñ¨_»̀ å#∞ ÖË̀ «~°OQÆ∞ Hõà◊¡#∞, ZO Œ̂∞HõO>Ë <åq

#Å¡QÍ LO\Ï~Ú Hõ#∞Hõ

<Õ#∞ W+ì̈Ñ¨_»̀ å#∞ "Õ∞*Ï|Å¡ ™⁄~°∞QÆ∞Å#∞

<Õ#∞ W+ì̈Ñ¨_»̀ å#∞ WOÔH<Àfl WHȭ _» K≥Ñ¨Êx"å\˜x

WOÔH<Àfl K≥Ñ¨Ê‰õΩO_® =kÖËã≤# "å\˜Hõ<åfl

<Õ#∞ W+ì̈Ñ¨_»̀ å#∞ qâ◊$OYÅOQÍ =kÖËã≤# 'ã¨∞#fl—Å#∞

QÆ∂_è®Hõ∆~åÅ "≥#Hõ xeÑ≤# "å\˜Hõ<åfl

<Õ#∞ W+ì̈Ñ¨_»̀ å#∞ H©@HÍÅ HÍÖÏxfl, `å~°Å HÍÅO Hõ<åfl

<Õ#∞ W+ì̈Ñ¨_»̀ å#∞ «̀Å∞Ñ¨Ù «̀@ì_®xx

<Õ#∞ W+ì̈Ñ¨_»̀ å#∞ WOÔHO «̀ Œ̂∂~°O, ZÑ¨C_»∞ Jx

J_»QÆ‰õΩO_® LO_»_®xx

<Õ#∞ W+ì̈Ñ¨_»̀ å#∞ LxH˜ JÖÏ LO_»_®xH˜ U^À HÍ~°}=∞#fl

ã¨OÉèÏ=º «̀#∞ =∞#ã¨∞Ö’<Õ LOK«∞HÀ=_®xx.

✧✧✧✧✧
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The Joy of Writing

Why does this written doe bound through

these written woods?

For a drink of written water from a spring

whose surface will xerox her soft muzzle?

Why does she lift her head; does she hear something?

Perched on four slim legs borrowed from the truth,

she pricks up her ears beneath my fingertips.

Silence – this word also rustles across the page

and parts the boughs

that have sprouted from the word “woods.”

Lying in wait, set to pounce on the blank page,

are letters up to no good,

clutches of clauses so subordinate

they’ll never let her get away.

Each drop of ink contains a fair supply

of hunters, equipped with squinting eyes behind their sights,

prepared to swarm the sloping pen at any moment,

surround the doe, and slowly aim their guns.

They forget that what’s here isn’t life.

Other laws, black on white, obtain.

The twinkling of an eye will take as long as I say,

and will, if I wish, divide into tiny eternities,

full of bullets stopped in mid-flight.

Not a thing will ever happen unless I say so.
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15. „"åÜ«∞_»OÖ’x P#O Œ̂O

ZO Œ̂∞H© JHõ∆~åÅ lOHõ |OkèOK«|_ç L#flk JHõ∆~åÅ J_»qH˜?

ÃãÅÜÕ∞\˜Ö’x JHõ∆~åÅ h\˜x `åˆQ@Ñ¨C_»∞

U\˜ LÑ¨i «̀ÅO ^•x =∞$ Œ̂∞"≥·# =¸ux #HõÅ∞ KÕã¨∞Î#flk!

ZO Œ̂∞Hõk «̀ÖˇuÎ K«∂ã¨∞Î#flk, U ≥̂·<å K«Ñ¨C_»∞ q#fl^•?

ã῭ «ºO #∞Oz JÑ¨C fã¨∞‰õΩ#fl <åÅ∞QÆ∞ HÍà◊¡ÃÑ· xÅ|_ç

<å JOQÆ∞o =Ú„ Œ̂Å kQÆ∞=# K≥=ÙÅ∞ xHȭ ÉÁ_»∞ã¨∞Î#flk.

xâ◊≈|ÌO- D Ñ¨̂ ŒO QÆÅQÆÅÖÏ_»∞Î#flk ¿ÑrÅ QÆ∞O_®

âßYÅ#∞ q_»nã¨∂Î

J_»=ÙÅ<Õ Ñ¨̂ ŒO #∞Oz "≥ÚÅÔHuÎ# "å\˜x.

xsHõ∆}Ö’ Ñ¨~°∞O_ç, MÏm ¿ÑrÖ’H˜ ÔQO «̀∞ «̀∂

P Ñ¨̂ •Å∞ JO «̀ =∞Ozq HÍ=Ù

kQÆ∞= «̀~°QÆu HÍ~°}ÏÅ |O è̂•Å∞

P"≥∞#∞ ¿ãfiK«ÛùQÍ áÈh=Ù.

„Ñ¨u K«∞Hȭ  ã≤~åÖ’ LO@∞Ok

"≥∞Å¡Hõà◊¡ "Õ@QÍà◊¡ ã¨=¸Ç¨ÏO Œ̂∂‰õΩ «̀∞Ok

U Hõ∆}OÖ’<≥·<å J*Ï„QÆ̀ «ÎQÍ XiˆQ HõÅOÃÑ·

lOHõÑ≤Å¡#∞ K«∞@∞ì=Ú_»∞ÎOk, «̀∞áê‰õΩÅ∞ Z‰õΩ¯Éˇ\ì̃.

Jq =∞~°záÈ`å~Ú WHȭ _»∞#flk rq «̀O HÍ Œ̂x

W «̀~° <åºÜ«∂Å∞ #Å∞Ñ¨Ù ≥̀Å∞Ñ¨ÙÅ#∞ ã¨OáêkOz

<Õ#∞ K≥Ñ≤Ê#O «̀¿ãÑ¨Ù "≥∞~°∞™êÎ~Ú Hõà◊√¡

<åH˜+ì̈=∞~Ú Õ̀ J#O`åxfl zxfl =ÚHȭ Å∞QÍ KÕ™êÎ~Ú

"≥Ú «̀ÎO |∞Ö¡̌@¡#∞ PÑ¨Ù`å~Ú =∞ è̂ŒºÖ’<Õ

<å P[˝ ÖË‰õΩO_® [~°QÆ̂ ÕÑ¨h!

✤ ✤
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Without my blessing, not a leaf will fall,

not a blade of grass will bend beneath that

little hoof ’s full stop.

Is there then a world

where I rule absolutely on fate?

A time I bind with chains of signs?

An existence become endless at my bidding?

The joy of writing.

The power of preserving.

Revenge of a mortal hand.

Translated from Polish to English by

S. Baranczak & C. Cavanagh

✧✧✧✧✧
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<å Pjã¨∞û ÖË‰õΩO_® ~åÅ Õ̂ P‰õÄ!

XHȭ  QÆ_ç¤ Ñ¨~°HÍ «̀Å=OK«̂ Œ∞ P zxfl HÍey@ìÅ∞

Py#Ñ¨C_»∞ "å\˜ J_»∞QÆ∞#

U ≥̂·<å „Ñ¨Ñ¨OK«=Ú#fl^•

qkèÃÑ· P è̂•~°Ñ¨_ç <Õ#∞ Ñ¨iáêeOKÕk?

QÆ∞~°∞ÎÅ Q˘Å∞ã¨∞Å`À <Õ#∞ |OkèOKÕHÍÅO?

<Õ#∞ K≥Ñ≤Ê#@∞¡ LxH˜ J#O «̀OQÍ =∂~°_»O?

„"åÜ«∞_»=∞<Õ P#O Œ̂O

^•x‰õΩ#flk Éèí„ Œ̂Ñ¨~°KÕ â◊HÎ̃

=∞~°ÎºÇ¨Ïã¨ÎÑ¨Ù „Ñ¨fHÍ~°O.

✧✧✧✧✧
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Tadeusz Rozewicz is a poet of dark

refusals, hard negations. He is a naked or

impure poet (“I crystallize impure poetry,”

he writes), an anti-poet relentlessly, even ruthlessly determined

to tell the truth, however painful it may be. He scorns the idea of

the poet as prophet and speaks from the margins—a stubborn

outsider. “A poet is one who believes / and one who cannot,” he

declares. He dwells in uncertainties and doubts, in the insecure,

gray areas of life—skepticism is his native mindset—and strips

poetry down to its bare essentials: words alone on a page. He is

bracingly clear and shuns the floridities—the grand

consolations—of the traditional lyric. His characteristic free-verse

style is a non-style, a zero-sum game. “I have no time for aesthetic

values,” he says. Rather, he treats modern poetry as “a battle for

breath” and writes with an anxious, prolific, offhanded urgency.

He is wary and intense, a bemused seer of nothingness. I consider

him the Samuel Beckett of modern Polish poetry.

Rozewicz belongs to a brilliant generation of Polish

poets—the half-generation after Czeslaw Milosz—initiated in the

apocalyptic fires of history. He is a crucial part of the firmament—

the “Generation of Columbuses”—that includes such other great

modern poets as Zbigniew Herbert and Wislawa Szymborska.

He grew up during one of the few periods of independence in

Polish history, but came of age during the terrible years of World

War II. Poland lost six million people during the war, nearly one-

fifth of its population, and all young writers felt the crushing

burden of speaking for those who did not survive the German

occupation. “I’m twenty-four / Led to slaughter / I survived,”

Rozewicz wrote in “Survivor” (published in Anxiety in 1947). It

was no boast. For him, poetry—or at least one kind of poetry—

was murdered during the war. The Holocaust loomed

over everything.

TADEUSZ ROZEWICZ

«̀̂ Œ∞ºãπ ~ÀlqH±̊«̀̂ Œ∞ºãπ ~ÀlqH±̊«̀̂ Œ∞ºãπ ~ÀlqH±̊«̀̂ Œ∞ºãπ ~ÀlqH±̊«̀̂ Œ∞ºãπ ~ÀlqH±̊
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THE SURVIVOR

I am twenty-four

led to slaughter

I survived.

The following are empty synonyms:

man and beast

love and hate

friend and foe

darkness and light.

The way of killing men and beasts is the same

I’ve seen it:

truckfuls of chopped-up men

who will not be saved.

Ideas are mere words:

virtue and crime

truth and lies

beauty and ugliness

courage and cowardice.

Virtue and crime weigh the same

I’ve seen it:

in a man who was both

criminal and virtuous.
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16. |kH˜#"å_»∞

<å‰õΩ W~°"≥· <åÅ∞ˆQà◊√¡

#~°"Õ∞ è̂•xH˜ «̀~°eOK«|_ç<å#∞

J~Ú<å, |kHÍ#∞

Wq Ñ¨~åºÜ«∞Ñ¨̂ •Å∞

=∞x+≤ - =∞$QÆO

„¿Ñ=∞ - Õ̂fi+¨O

q∞„ «̀∞_»∞ - â◊„ «̀∞=Ù

pHõ\˜ - "≥Å∞QÆ∞

=∞#∞+¨µefl, =∞$QÍefl K«OÑ¨_»O XˆH q è̂ŒO

<Õ#∞ K«∂™ê#∞

„@‰õΩ¯Å xO_® #~°Hõ|_ç# =∞#∞+¨µÅ∞

"å~°∞ ~°H˜∆OÑ¨|_»~°∞.

PÖ’K«#Å<Õq ̂H=ÅO Ñ¨̂ •Å∞

ã¨∞QÆ∞}O - <Õ~°O

ã῭ «ºO - Jã῭ «ºO

JO Œ̂O - JO Œ̂qHÍ~°O

è̂≥·~°ºO - Ñ≤iH˜̀ «#O

ã¨∞QÆ∞}O, <Õ~°O XˆH |~°∞=Ù «̀∂QÆ∞`å~Ú

<Õ#∞ K«∂™ê#∞

XHõ =∞x+≤x

<Õ~°ã¨∞Î_»∂, ã¨∞QÆ∞}je J «̀QÍ_»∞

✤ ✤
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I seek a teacher and a master

may he restore my sight hearing and speech

may he again name objects and ideas

may he separate darkness from light.

I am twenty-four

led to slaughter

I survived.

Translated from Polish to English by

Adam Czerniawski

✧✧✧✧✧
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<Õ#∞ "≥̂ Œ∞‰õΩ «̀∞<åfl#∞ ãÔ̈~·# QÆ∞~°∞=ÙHÀã¨O

J «̀_»∞ ã¨ik Œ̂∞Î̀ å_Õ"≥∂#x <å K«∂Ñ¨Ù, qxH˜_ç, =∂@#∞.

=∞~°Å J «̀_»∞ =ã¨∞Î=Ùefl, PÖ’K«#‰õΩ ¿Ñ~°∞ ÃÑ_®Î_»x

"≥Å∞QÆ∞ #∞Oz pHõ\˜x "Õ~°∞ KÕ™êÎ_»x

<å‰õΩ W~°"≥· <åÅ∞ˆQà◊√¡

#~°"Õ∞ è̂•xH˜ «̀~°eOK«|_ç<å#∞

J~Ú<å, |kHÍ#∞.

✧✧✧✧✧
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PIG TAIL

When all the women in the transport

had their heads shaved

four workmen with brooms made of birch twigs

swept up

and gathered up the hair

Behind clean glass

the stiff hair lies

of those suffocated in gas chambers

there are pins and side combs

in this hair

The hair is not shot through with light

is not parted by the breeze

is not touched by any hand

or rain or lips

In huge chests

clouds of dry hair

of those suffocated

and a faded plait

a pigtail with a ribbon

pulled at school

by naughty boys.

Translated from Polish to English by

Adam Czerniawski

✧✧✧✧✧
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17. á⁄\ì̃[_»

«̀~°eOK«|_»∞Î#fl ¢ã‘ÎÅO Œ̂~°∂
«̀=∞ t~°ã¨∞ûÅ∞ Q˘iyOK«∞‰õΩ<åfl~°∞

#Å∞QÆ∞~°∞ Ñ¨x"åà◊√¡ aiÛ pÑ¨Ù~°∞Hõ@ìÅ`À
t~À*ÏÅ#∞ T_çÛ
áÈQÆ∞ KÕã≤<å~°∞.

â◊√„ÉèíOQÍ L#fl J Œ̂ÌO "≥#Hõ
QÆ\ì̃ t~À*ÏÅ∞<åfl~Ú
'QÍãπ— QÆ̂ Œ∞Ö’¡ TÑ≤~å_»xq
Ñ¨Hõ¯Ñ≤#∞flÅ∞, ^Œ∞"≥fi#Å∞
P t~À*ÏÅÖ’

P t~À*ÏÅ∞ HÍOu`À HÍÅÛ|_»ÖË̂ Œ∞
QÍe`À q_»nÜ«∞|_»ÖË̂ Œ∞
Z=i KÕ~¸ `åHõÖË̂ Œ∞
=~°¬O QÍx, ÃÑ^•Å∞ QÍh,

ÃÑ Œ̂ÌÃÑ Œ̂Ì =∞O Œ̂™êÅÖ’
á⁄_ç t~À*ÏÅ =∞|∞ƒÅ∞
TÑ≤~å_»xq
~°OQÆ∞ =∂ã≤# [_»Å∞
i|ƒ#∞ Hõ\ì̃# á⁄\ì̃[_»
áê~î°âßÅÖ’
H˘O>ˇ ‰õΩ„~åà◊√¡ ÖÏy# [_»!

✧✧✧✧✧

✤ ✤
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THE RETURN

Suddenly the window will open

and Mother will call

it’s time to come in

the wall will part

I will enter heaven in muddy shoes

I will come to the table

and answer questions rudely

I am all right leave me

alone. Head in hand I

sit and sit. How can I tell them

about that long

and tangled way.

Here in heaven mothers

knit green scarves

flies buzz

Father dozes by the stove

after six days’ labour.

No—surely I can’t tell them

that people are at each

other’s throats.

Translated from Polish to English by

Adam Czerniawski

✧✧✧✧✧
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18. uiy ~å=_»O

JHõ™ê‡ «̀∞ÎQÍ H˜\˜H© ≥̀~°K«∞‰õΩO@∞Ok

J=∞‡ Ñ≤Å∞ã¨∞ÎOk

WO\˜Ö’H˜ ~°=∞‡x.

QÀ_» "≥o¡áÈ «̀∞Ok

|∞~°̂ Œ K≥Ñ¨CÖ’Î <Õ#∞ ã¨fi~°æOÖ’ J_»∞QÆ∞Éˇ_®Î#∞

"Õ∞*Ï|Å¡ Œ̂QÆæ~° ‰õÄ~°∞Ûx

"≥Ú~°@∞QÍ ã¨=∂ è̂•<åÅ∞ K≥|∞`å#∞

<Õ#∞ ÉÏQÍ<Õ L<åfl#∞, ##∞fl

=kÖËÜ«∞O_ç XO@iQÍ, J~°KÕ̀ «∞Ö’¡

«̀Å, ÃÑ@∞ì‰õΩx ‰õÄ~°∞Ûx, ‰õÄ~°∞Ûx†

J «̀_çÔHÖÏ K≥áêÊe Œ̂∂~°Ñ¨Ù

"≥∞eHõÅ ^•i QÆ∞iOz?

WHȭ _» ã¨fi~°æOÖ’ «̀Å∞¡Å∞

Hõ_»∞Î<åfl~°∞ P‰õΩÑ¨K«Ûx JOwÅ#∞

DQÆÅ∞ =Úã¨∞~°∞Î<åfl~Ú

<≥QÆ_»∞ Œ̂QÆæ~° <å#fl *’QÆ∞ «̀∞<åfl_»∞

P~°∞~ÀAÅ „â◊=∞ J#O «̀~°O.

ÖË̂ Œ∞, YzÛ «̀OQÍ <Õ# «̀_çH˜ K≥Ñ¨ÊQÆÅ#∞

[#O XHõi Q˘O «̀∞ÅÃÑ· XHõ~°∞

Hõ̀ «∞ÎÅ∞ Œ̂∂ã¨∞Î<åfl~°x.

✧✧✧✧✧

✤ ✤
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A Sketch For A Modern Love Poem

And yet whiteness

can be best described by greyness

a bird by a stone

sunflowers

in december

love poems of old

used to be descriptions of flesh

they described this and that

for instance eyelashes

and yet redness

should be described

by greyness the sun by rain

the poppies in november

the lips at night

the most palpable

description of bread

is that of hunger

there is in it

a humid porous core

a warm inside

sunflowers at night

the breasts the belly the thighs of Cybele
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19. #g# „¿Ñ=∞Hõq «̀‰õΩ z#fl „Ñ¨Ü«∞ «̀flO

WOHÍ ≥̀Å¡̂ Œ<åxfl

=∞ã¨Hõ=∞ã¨HõQÍ LO Œ̂x =i‚OK«=K«∞Û

Ñ¨H∆̃x tÅ`À

ã¨∂~°ºHÍOu Ñ¨ÙëêÊÅ∞

_çâ◊O|~°∞ <≥ÅÖ’.

áê «̀HÍÅÑ¨Ù „¿Ñ=∞ Hõq «̀Å∞

Õ̂Ç¨ÏÑ¨Ù JOQÍOQÆ =~°‚#Å#∞,

^•xx, nxx =i‚™êÎ~Ú.

L^•Ç¨Ï~°}‰õΩ Hõ#∞Ô~Ñ¨ÊÅ "≥O„_»∞HõÅ∞

WOHÍ Z~°∞Ñ¨Ù Œ̂<åxfl

=i‚OKåe =∞ã¨Hõ =∞ã¨HõQÍ LO Œ̂x

ã¨∂~°∞º_çx "å#`À

QÆã¨QÆ™êÅ Ñ¨ÓÅ#∞ #=O|~°∞q

~å„u ÃÑ^•Å`À

~˘>ì̌‰õΩ ã¨iÑ¨_Õ

=~°‚#, PHõe

^•xÖ’ L#fl Œ̂k

LHȭ É’¿ã ~°O„ è̂•Å∞

Ö’Ñ¨Å "≥K«ÛQÍ, WÖÏ,

ã¨∂~°ºHÍOu Ñ¨ÙëêÊÅ∞ ~å„uÑ¨Ó@,

'Ãã·ae— =H∆À*ÏÅ∞, á⁄@ì, `˘_»Å∞.

✤ ✤
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a transparent

source-like description

of water is that of thirst

of ash

of desert

it provokes a mirage

clouds and trees enter

a mirror of water

lack hunger

absence

of flesh

is a description of love

in a modern love poem

✧✧✧✧✧
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áê~°^Œ~°≈Hõ"≥∞ÿ# =~°‚#

h~°∞-^•Ç¨ÏO

|∂_ç̂ Œ, Z_®i

XHõ ZO_»=∂q

"Õ∞Ñ¶̈∂Å∞, K≥@∞¡ „Ñ¨"Õt™êÎ~Ú

h\˜ J Œ̂ÌOÖ’, PHõe LO_»̂ Œ∞

Õ̂Ç¨ÏO ÖËHõáÈ=_»O,

„¿Ñ=∞#∞ =i‚OK«_»O, WÖÏ,

#g# „¿Ñ=∞Hõq «̀Ö’!

✧✧✧✧✧
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The Gate

Lasciate ogni speranza

Voi ch’entrate

abandon all hope

ye who enter here

the inscription at the entrance to the inferno

of Dante’s Divine Comedy

courage!

behind that gate

there is no hell

hell has been dismantled

by theologians

and deep psychologists

converted into allegory

for humanitarian and educational

reasons

courage!

behind that gate

the same thing begins again

two drunken grave-diggers

sit at the edge of a hole

they’re drinking non-alcoholic beer

and munching on sausage

winking at us

under the cross

they play soccer

with Adam’s skull
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20. ^•fi~°O

<å ^•fi~å g∞~°∞ Œ̂∞óY#QÆ~°OÖ’H˜ „Ñ¨"Õt™êÎ~°∞

<å ^•fi~å g∞~°∞ âßâ◊fi «̀ ÉÏ è̂ŒÅÖ’H˜ J_»∞QÆ∞Éˇ_®Î~°∞

Jxfl Pâ◊Å#∞ = Œ̂∞Å∞HÀHõO_ç,

##∞fl ^•\˜ "≥àı¡"åà◊√¡.

(_®O\©-_ç"≥·<£ HÍ"≥∞_ç)

™êÇ¨Ïã¨O!

P ^•fi~°O "≥#∞Hõ

#~°Hõ"Õ∞g∞ ÖË̂ Œ∞.

#~°HÍxfl <ÕÅ‰õÄeÛ<å~°∞

k=º «̀fiÑ¨Ù â’ è̂Œ‰õΩÅ∞

=∂#ã≤Hõ âßG"Õ̀ «ÎÅ∞

=ºOQÆº Hõ̂ äŒQÍ =∂~°Û|_ç#k

=∂#= «̀, q^•º q+¨Ü«∞Hõ

HÍ~°}ÏÅKÕ.

™êÇ¨Ïã¨O!

P ^•fi~°O "≥#∞Hõ

Hõ̂ äŒ Ñ¨Ù#~å=$ «̀=∞=Ù «̀∞Ok

W Œ̂Ì~°∞ `åQÆ∞É’ «̀∞Å∞ QÀ «̀∞Å∞ «̀"Õfi"åà◊√¡

~°O„^èŒÑ¨Ù JOK«∞=^ŒÌ ‰õÄ~°∞Û<åfl~°∞

PÅ¯Ç¨Å∞ ÖËx c~°∞ `åQÆ∞ «̀∂

'™ê¿ãl— uO@∂ =∂‰õΩ Hõ#∞flQ˘\ì̃<å~°∞.

tÅ∞= H˜O Œ̂ P^•=Ú t~°ã¨∞û`À '™êHõ~ü— P_»∞Î<åfl~°∞

✤ ✤
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the hole awaits

tomorrow’s corpse

the “stiff ” is on its way

courage!

here we will await

the final judgment

water gathers in the hole

cigarette butts are floating in it

courage!

behind that gate

there will neither be history

nor goodness nor poetry

and what will there be

dear stranger?

there will be stones

stone

upon stone

stone upon stone

and on that stone

one more

stone

✧✧✧✧✧
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Q˘~Úº~°O„ è̂ŒO Z Œ̂∞~°∞ K«∂ã¨∞Î#flk

ˆ~Ñ¨\˜ â◊=O HÀã¨O, Jk ^•iÖ’ L#flk

™êÇ¨Ïã¨O! è̂≥·~°ºO!

WHȭ _» Z Œ̂∞~°∞K«∂^•ÌO

PYi f~°∞ÊHÀã¨O

hà◊√¡ T~°∞ «̀∞<åfl~Ú Q˘~ÚºÖ’

ã≤QÆÔ~\ò =ÚHȭ Å∞ Õ̀Å∞ «̀∞<åfl~Ú

™êÇ¨Ïã¨O, è̂≥·~°ºO!

P ^•fi~°O "≥#∞Hõ

K«i„ «̀ ÖË̂ Œ∞

=∞Oz «̀#O ÖË̂ Œ∞, Hõq «̀fi=¸ ÖË̂ Œ∞.

=∞ˆ~=Ú#flk

F JÑ¨iz «̀∞_®?

~åà◊√¡<åfl~Ú

~å~Ú

~å~Úg∞ Œ̂ ~å~Ú

P ~å~Ú g∞ Œ̂

WOH˘Hõ\˜

ÃÑ Œ̂Ì ~å~Ú!

✧✧✧✧✧
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Jan Kochanowski - 1530 – 22 August 1584) was a Polish

Renaissance poet who established poetic patterns that would

become integral to the Polish literary language.

He is commonly regarded as the greatest Polish poet

before Adam Mickiewicz, and the greatest Slavic poet prior to

the 19th century

Born at Sycyna, 1530, died at Lublin, 22 August, 1584. He

was inscribed in 1544 as a student in Crakow University but left

on account of the plague. We find him studying at Padua in 1552

under the best instructors. There he wrote many of his Latin

elegies in imitation of Tibullus and Propertius, these early works

have little value. Thence he travelled to France, where he lived

till his mother’s death in 1557, writing more and better Latin

poetry. On his return to Poland he received his inheritance of

Czarnolas, and was for some time a courtier, first of some great

lords, then at the Royal Court. During this period he produced,

together with his best Latin elegies, his Polish songs and Fraszki

(trifles). The former are the first really inspired poetry that

appeared in Poland. The Fraszki, comical and witty but

sometimes coarse, are very instructive, showing what social life

was at that time. His “Zgoda” (Concord) and the “Satyr” are

political in subject. Weary at last of court life, he retired to his

estate. There he wrote “Proporzec” (The Standard) and “Wrozhi”

(Omens — in prose). This latter was a pamphlet warning Poles

against future dangers and dissensions. He began his metrical

translation of the Psalms, wrote more lyrics in Polish and Latin,

and the poems “Dziewoslab” and “Sobotka” (description of

JAN KOCHANOWSKI

*Ï<£ H˘Kå<˘"£ã≤̄*Ï<£ H˘Kå<˘"£ã≤̄*Ï<£ H˘Kå<˘"£ã≤̄*Ï<£ H˘Kå<˘"£ã≤̄*Ï<£ H˘Kå<˘"£ã≤̄
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certain old Polish customs). He is believed to have married about

1574. After Henry of Valois’s flight from Poland, Kochanowski

wrote two short Latin poems: the ode, “In Conventu Stesicensi”,

and “Gallo Crocitanti”, the latter being a reply to an attack on

Poland by the French poet, Philip Desportes. King Bathori was

Kochanowski’s hero, and most of his verses henceforth are full

of political allusions to his reign. His “Odprawaposlow” (The

Envoys Dismissed), dramatic in form, urged the nobles to fight

Russia. In 1579 his “Psalter” was complete, written in a most

beautiful style, and in 1580 appeared his last and best work, the

“Treny” (Lamentations), after his little daughter’s death.

Kochanowski is the first true poet of his nation in point of time,

and first, too in excellence until Mickiewicz. The representative

of the Polish chivalry and civilization of his period for his fellow-

countrymen he is truly great, having created poetry and made it

a gift to his nation — which none but the greatest could do. In

religion though influenced by Protestantism and the humanistic

trend, he never ceased to be a Catholic, even when attacking

the morals of priests and popes. He distinctly declares that

disunion in religion would imperil the country, and bade

innovators “go to Trent”.
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On Health

My good and noble health,

Thou matter’st more then wealth.

None know’th thy worth until

Thou fad’st, and we fall ill.

And every man can see,

In stark reality,

And every man will say:

“’Tis health I need today”.

No better thing we know,

No dearer gem we owe,

For all that we possess:

Pearls, stones of great finesse,

High offices and power

- One may enjoy this hour -

And so the gifts of youth,

And beauty are, in truth,

Good things, but only when

Our health is with us then.

For when the body’s weak,

The world around is bleak.

O jewel dear, my home

Awaiteth thee to come;

With thee it shall not perish.

’Tis all for thee to cherish.

✧✧✧✧✧
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21. P~ÀQÆºO

=∞Ozk, L#fl «̀"≥∞ÿ# P~ÀQÆºO
Jxfl\˜Hõ#fl Q˘Ñ¨Ê ÉèÏQÆºO
^•x qÅ∞= „QÆÇ≤ÏOK«Ô~=fi~°∂
P~ÀQÆºO «̀yæ [|∞ƒ# Ñ¨_ÕO «̀=~°‰õÄ.

„Ñ¨u XHȭ ~°∂ K«∂_»=K«∞Û
P~ÀQÆºÑ¨Ù "åãÎ̈"åxfl
„Ñ¨u XHȭ _»∂ JO\Ï_»∞-
-'W"åfià◊ <å‰õΩ HÍ"åe P~ÀQÆºO—-

WO «̀Hõ<åfl =∞Ozk =∞#‰õΩ ≥̀eÜ«∞ Œ̂∞
WO «̀Hõ<åfl qÅ∞"≥·# =„["Õ∞n ÖË̂ Œ∞
=∞# Œ̂QÆæ~°∞#fl =Ú`åºÅ∞, =∞}∞Å∞
=∂}˜HÍºÅ∞, qÅ∞"≥·# ~åà◊√¡

JkèHÍ~°̂ Œ~åÊÅ∞, â◊HÎ̃™ê=∞~åúºÅ∞
D Ñ¶̈∞_çÜ«∞Ö’ J#∞ÉèíqOK«=K«∞Û
Ü«∞=fi#Ñ¨Ù HÍ#∞HõÅ#∂
™œO Œ̂~°ºÑ¨Ù HÍ=∞#Å#∂

W=hfl Q˘Ñ¨Ê"Õ x*ÏxH˜,
J~Ú Õ̀ P~ÀQÆº=Ú#flO «̀=~°̂H.
Õ̂Ç¨ÏO [|∞ƒÑ¨_ç<åHõ

„Ñ¨Ñ¨OK«O JO è̂ŒHÍ~°=∞=Ù «̀∞Ok.

P~ÀQÆº=∂, h=Ù „Ñ¨â◊ãÎ̈=∞}˜q
h ~åHõÔH· Z Œ̂∞~°∞K«∂ã¨∞Î#flk <å QÆ$Ç¨ÏO
h`À Jk #tOK«̂ Œ∞, "å_çáÈ Œ̂∞
W Œ̂O`å hˆH P#OkOKÕO Œ̂∞‰õΩ!

✧✧✧✧✧

✤ ✤
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Lament III

So, thou hast scorned me, my delight and heir;

Thy father’s halls, then, were not broad and fair

Enough for thee to dwell here longer, sweet.

True, there was nothing, nothing in them meet

For thy swift-budding reason, that foretold

Virtues the future years would yet unfold.

Thy words, thy archness, every turn and bow -

How sick at heart without them am I now!

Nay, little comfort, never more shall I

Behold thee and thy darling drollery.

What may I do but only follow on

Along the path where earlier thou hast gone.

And at its end do thou, with all thy charms,

Cast round thy father’s neck thy tender arms.

✧✧✧✧✧
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22. qÖÏÑ¨w «̀O - III

h=Ù u~°ã¨̄ iOKå=Ù, <å P#O^•xfl, "å~°ã῭ «fiã¨OÑ¨̂ ŒÅ#∞

h «̀O„_ç P=~°}Å#∞, qâßÅOQÍ, ÉÏQÍ ÖËx"å\˜x

WHȭ _» h=ÙO_ç LO_»=K«∞Û Z‰õΩ¯= HÍÅO, Ç¨~ÚQÍ

x[O, JHȭ _Õg∞ ÖË̂ Œ∞, "åà◊¡Ö’ Ug∞ÖË̂ Œ∞

h "ÕQÆ=O «̀"≥∞ÿ ÃÑiˆQ HÍ~°}O

~åÉ’ÜÕ∞ HÍÅÑ¨Ù ã¨∞QÆ∞}Ïefl *’ã¨ºO K≥¿ÑÊk.

h =∂@Å∞, =OÑ¨Ù™⁄OÑ¨ÙÅ∞, #=∞ã¨̄ iOKÕ q è̂•<åÅ∞

Jq ÖË‰õΩO_® ZO «̀ [|∞ƒÑ¨_ç L<åfl#∞ <ÕxÑ¨Ù_»∞?

ÖË̂ Œ∞ HÍÃãÎÂ<å ã¨∞YO, JO Õ̀QÍHõ x#∞fl K«∂_»Hõ

=Ú^ Ì̆KÕÛ h Ç¨ã¨º=Å¡i, JÅ¡i HÍ#~åHõ

WÖÏˆQ HÍÅO QÆ_»∞Ñ¨Ù`å#∞

WO «̀‰õΩ =ÚO Œ̂∞ h=Ù "≥o¡# ^•iÖ’<Õ

^•i z=~°# h=ÙO\Ï=Ù h JO Œ̂K«O^•Å`À

h «̀O„_ç "≥∞_»#∞ K«∞@∞ì‰õΩO\Ï=Ù z<åfli KÕ̀ «∞Å`À!

✧✧✧✧✧

✤ ✤
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Lament IV

Thou hast constrained mine eyes, unholy Death,

To watch my dear child breathe her dying breath:

To watch thee shake the fruit unripe and clinging

While fear and grief her parents’ hearts were wringing.

Ah, never, never could my well-loved child

Have died and left her father reconciled:

Never but with a heart like heavy lead

Could I have watched her go, abandoned.

And yet at no time could her death have brought

More cruel ache than now, nor bitterer thought;

For had God granted to her ample days

I might have walked with her down flowered ways

And left this life at last, content, descending

To realms of dark Persephone, the all-ending,

Without such grievous sorrow in my heart,

Of which earth holdeth not the counterpart.

I marvel not that Niobe, alone

Amid her dear, dead children, turned to stone.

✧✧✧✧✧
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23. qÖÏÑ¨w «̀O - IV

<å Hõ#∞Å#∞ xÜ«∞O„uOz<å=Ù, F JÑ¨q„ «̀ =∞$ «̀∞º"å

<å ‰õΩ=∂Ô~Î PYiâßfiã¨#∞ K«∂¿ãÑ¨C_»∞

Ñ¨HÍfixH˜ ~åx HÍÜ«∞#∞ HÀã≤"ÕÜ«∞_»O K«∂™ê#∞ <Õ#∞

ÉèíÜ«∞O, Œ̂∞óYO P"≥∞ «̀e¡̂ ŒO„_»∞Å QÆ∞O_≥#∞ Ñ≤O_ç"Õ™ê~Ú.

PÇπÏ! U<å\˜H© <å z\ì̃̀ «e¡ "≥o¡áÈÜÕ∞k HÍ Œ̂∞

K«xáÈ~Ú, «̀# «̀O„_çx ã¨=∂ è̂•#Ñ¨_ÕO Œ̂∞‰õΩ =ke

|~°∞"≥·# ã‘ã¨Ñ¨Ù Ö’Ç¨ÏOQÍ J «̀_ç Ç¨Ï$ Œ̂Ü«∂xfl =∂iÛ

P"≥∞ "≥o¡áÈ=_®xfl <Õ#∞ K«∂_»QÆeQÍ<å, ##∞fl =kÖËã≤!

P"≥∞ =∞~°}O U<å_»∂ fã¨∞‰õΩ~åÖË̂ Œ∞

WÑ¨C_»∞#flO «̀ ÉÏ è̂Œ#∞, „‰õÄ~°"≥∞ÿ# PÖ’K«#Å#∞

Õ̂=Ù_»∞ P"≥∞‰õΩ HÍ=Åã≤#xfl ~ÀAezÛ=ÙO>Ë

<Õ#∞ P"≥∞`Àáê@∞ #_çKÕ"å_çx Ñ¨ÓÅ^•~°∞ÅÖ’,

D rq`åxfl =kÖË"å_çx ã¨O «̀$Ñ≤Î̀ À

'ÃÑiûá¶⁄x— ~å*ÏºxH˜ ky"≥o¡áÈÜÕ∞"å_çx

WO «̀ Œ̂∞óYO <å QÆ∞O_≥efl Ñ≤O_ç"Õã¨∞ÎO_»QÍ

U <ÕÅ WO «̀ ÉèÏ~åxfl "≥∂Ü«∞QÆÅ Œ̂∞?

'xÜ≥∂a— WO «̀ Œ̂∞ódOzO^• P<å_»∞

«̀# „Ñ≤Ü«∞"≥∞ÿ# Ñ≤Å¡Å∞ tÅÅ∞QÍ =∂~°_®xfl K«∂ã≤#<å_»∞!

✧✧✧✧✧

✤ ✤
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Lament V

Just as a little olive offshoot grows

Beneath its orchard elders’ shady rows,

No budding leaf as yet, no branching limb,

Only a rod uprising, virgin-slim -

Then if the busy gardener, weeding out

Sharp thorns and nettles, cuts the little sprout,

It fades and, losing all its living hue,

Drops by the mother from whose roots it grew:

So was it with my Ursula, my dear;

A little space she grew beside us here,

Then Death came, breathing pestilence, and she

Fell, stricken lifeless, by her parent tree.

Persephone, Persephone, this flow

Of barren tears! How couldst thou will it so?

✧✧✧✧✧
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24. qÖÏÑ¨w «̀O - V

zxfl Pe"£ H˘=∞‡ ÃÑiy#@∞¡

Ñ¨O_»¡̀ À@Ö’ ÃÑ Œ̂Ì K≥@¡ kQÆ∞=#

WOHÍ "≥ÚQÆæ̀ ˘_»QÆÖË̂ Œ∞, âßYÅ∞ ~åÖË̂ Œ∞

ã¨#fl\˜ Hõ„~°ÖÏ, Hõ#ºÖÏ x\Ï~°∞QÍ

`À@=∂e Ñ¨x XuÎ_çÖ’ =Úà◊¡#∞

=Úà◊¡á⁄ Œ̂Å#∂ fã≤"Õã¨∂Î HõuÎiOKå_® zxfl "≥ÚÅHõ#∞.

Jk =∂ã≤áÈ~ÚOk, r=Ñ¨Ù KèåÜ«∞#∞ HÀÖ’Ê~Ú

«̀e¡ "Õ~°¡ Œ̂QÆæ~° ÃÑiy, WÖÏ «̀~°eáÈ~ÚOk.

JÖÏˆQ, <å z\ì̃̀ «e¡ 'L~°∞ûÖÏ—

=∂ Ñ¨Hȭ # fã¨∞‰õΩ#flk H˘kÌã÷̈ÖÏxfl

WO «̀Ö’<Õ =zÛOk =∞$ «̀∞º=Ù, p_»Ñ‘_»Å ~°∂Ñ¨O`À

[|∞ƒÑ¨_ç# <åa_»¤ Hõ#∞fl=¸ã≤Ok JHÍÅOQÍ =∂= Œ̂Ì<Õ

ÃÑiûá¶⁄x, ÃÑiûá¶⁄x, D „Ñ¨"åÇ¨ÏO

=O è̂Œº Hõhflà◊¡̂ •? ÖË‰õΩO>Ë ZO Œ̂∞H˜ÖÏ KÕ™ê=Ù =∂ rq «̀O?

✧✧✧✧✧

✤ ✤
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Lament VI

Dear little Slavic Sappho, we had thought,

Hearing thy songs so sweetly, deftly wrought,

That thou shouldst have an heritage one day

Beyond thy father’s lands: his lute to play.

For not an hour of daylight’s joyous round

But thou didst fill it full of lovely sound,

Just as the nightingale doth scatter pleasure

Upon the dark, in glad unstinted measure.

Then Death came stalking near thee, timid thing,

And thou in sudden terror tookest wing.

Ah, that delight, it was not overlong

And I pay dear with sorrow for brief song.

Thou still wert singing when thou cam’st to die;

Kissing thy mother, thus thou saidst good-bye:

‘My mother, I shall serve thee now no more

Nor sit about thy table’s charming store;

I must lay down my keys to go from here,

To leave the mansion of my parents dear.’

This and what sorrow now will let me tell

No longer, were my darling’s last farewell.

Ah, strong her mother’s heart, to feel the pain

Of those last words and not to burst in twain.

✧✧✧✧✧
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25. qÖÏÑ¨w «̀O - VI

F z<åfli ™ê¡qH± âßá¶⁄, "Õ∞=∞#∞‰õΩ<åflO
h uÜ«∞ºx áê@Å#∞ qx, ZO`À JO Œ̂"≥∞ÿ#=q.
h=Ù #_»∞™êÎ=Ù P =∞Ç¨Hõ=~Ú„u "å~°ã῭ «fiOÖ’#x.
h «̀O„_ç á⁄ÖÏÅHÍ=Å, J «̀_ç "Õ}∞=Ù áê@QÍ.

XHõ QÆO@ QÆ_»zOk HÍÉ’Å∞ P#O Œ̂OQÍ
h=Ù xOáê=Ù ^•xx „¿Ñ=∞ ã¨fi~åÅ`À xO_»∞QÍ
<≥·\˜OˆQÖò Ñ¨H∆̃ «̀# QÍ#O`À ã¨O`Àëêxfl Ñ¨Oz#@∞¡
pHõ\˜ Ñ¨_ç#Ñ¨Ù_»∞, U "≥~°Ñ¨Ó ÖË‰õΩO_®.

Ñ≤iH˜ =∞$ «̀∞º=Ù x#∞fl "≥<åfl_çOk "≥#HõQÍ
K«@∞‰õΩ¯# h Ô~Hȭ Å#∞ #iH˜"Õã≤Ok
=∂ P#O Œ̂=∞O`å =∞@∞=∂Ü«∞=∞~ÚºOk
zxfl áê@‰õΩ "Õ∞=Ú K≥e¡ã¨∞Î<åflO Jáê~° â’HõO`À.

h=Ù áê_»∞ «̀∂<Õ L<åfl=Ù K«xáÈÜÕ∞Ñ¨C_»∂
h «̀e¡H˜ =Ú Œ̂∞Ì ÃÑ\ì̃<å=Ù, g_À¯Å∞ÖÏ,
-''J=∂‡, WOHõ h‰õΩ ¿ã= KÕÜ«∞ÖË<Õ"≥∂ J=∂‡,
h =O@QÆkÖ’ h Ñ¨Hȭ # ‰õÄ~ÀÛÖË#=∂‡-

<Õ#∞ =ke "≥àÏÎ#∞ `åà◊O K≥=ÙÅ∞ WHȭ _Õ
D Éèí=<åxfl g∞ˆH =ke, J=∂‡, <å<åfl——-

D Œ̂∞óMÏxfl ZÖÏ "≥Å¡_çOK«#∞ «̀b¡,
<å z\ì̃̀ «e¡q "≥o¡áÈÜ«∂"Õ,
h «̀e¡ Ç¨Ï$ Œ̂Ü«∞O QÆ\ì̃k, ÉÏ è̂Œ#∞ Éèíiã¨∞Î#flk.
h PYi =∂@Å∞ qx Ô~O_»∞QÍ peáÈ‰õΩO_® L#flk!

✧✧✧✧✧

✤ ✤
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Cyprian Kamil Norwid, a.k.a. Cyprian Konstanty

Norwid - 24 September 1821 – 23 May 1883), was a nationally

esteemed Polish poet, dramatist, painter, and sculptor. He was

born in the Masovian village of Laskowo-Gluchy near Warsaw.

One of his maternal ancestors was the Polish King John III

Sobieski.

Norwid is regarded as one of the second generation of

romantics. He wrote many well-known poems including

Fortepian Szopena (“Chopin’s Piano”), Moja piosnka [II] (“My

Song [II]”) and Bema pamieci zalobny-rapsod (A Funeral Rhap-

sody in Memory of General Bem). Norwid led a tragic and often

poverty-stricken life (once he had to live in a cemetery crypt).

He experienced increasing health problems, unrequited love,

harsh critical reviews, and increasing social isolation. He lived

abroad most of his life, especially in London and, in Paris where

he died.

Norwid’s original and non-conformist style was not ap-

preciated in his lifetime and partially due to this fact, he was

excluded from high society. His work was only rediscovered and

appreciated by the Young Poland art movement of the late nine-

teenth and early twentieth century. He is now considered one of

the four most important Polish Romantic poets. Other literary

historians, however, consider this an oversimplification, and re-

gard his style to be more characteristic of classicism and

parnassianism.

CYPRIAN KAMIL NORWID

Ãã·„Ñ≤Ü«∞<£ <åifi_£Ãã·„Ñ≤Ü«∞<£ <åifi_£Ãã·„Ñ≤Ü«∞<£ <åifi_£Ãã·„Ñ≤Ü«∞<£ <åifi_£Ãã·„Ñ≤Ü«∞<£ <åifi_£
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Funeral Rhapsody

in Memory of General Bem

Singer- Czeslaw Niemen

“An oath was given to my father and I have kept it…”
   - Hannibal

(i)

Where is the shadow going with his broken hands,

sparks flying out from his knees and spurs?

His laurel sword gleams, his green candles cry wax,

falcons and horses beat the rhythms of a dance

as streaming pennants crack whips among clouds.

There are troop encampments moving across the skies,

trumpet calls blown among flags and signs,

tents pitched in the shade of day’s lowered wings.

Did spears pierce dragons, lizards and birds?

Do thoughts sharpen to spear-points among these stars?

(ii)

A woman mourns, collects her tears in a conch shell cup.

She lifts a scented sheaf that bursts on the wind,

seeks directions from grave-posts on a familiar road.

The rest go wild, smash clay pots on the ground.

In this clay’s destruction is a mournful human noise.

(iii)

Boys beat their blunt axes in dark rhythms on the sky,

hammer bright brass shields on anvils of light.

A vast banner is spreading its cloth above fires
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26. [#~°Öò Éˇ"£∞ *Ï˝Ñ¨HÍ~°÷O
(QÍÜ«∞‰õΩ_»∞ - Czeslaw Niemen)

''<å «̀O„_çH˜ KÕã≤# „Ñ¨=∂}Ïxfl xÅÉˇ@∞ì‰õΩ<åfl#∞——

- Ç¨ÏxflÉÏÖò

I

J «̀_ç qiy# KÕ̀ «∞Å`À ÃÑ~°∞QÆ∞ «̀∞#fl h_» ZHȭ _»?
J «̀_ç "≥∂HÍà◊¡, =∞_»=∞Å Ö’Ç¨ÏÑ¨Ù =Úà◊¡ xÑ¨C~°=fiÖˇHȭ _»?
J «̀_ç „Ñ¨MÏº «̀ Y_»æÑ¨Ù "≥∞~°∞Ñ¨ÙÅ∞, P‰õΩÑ¨K«Û H˘"˘fiuÎ Hõ~°y# *Ï_»Å∞,
_ÕQÆÅ∞, JâßfiÅ #$ «̀ºÑ¨Ù Ñ¨~°=à◊¡ ™⁄|QÆ∞Å∞,
=∞|∞ƒÅ =∞ è̂Œº qxÑ≤OKÕ H˘~°_® ≥̂|ƒÅ Kè≥à◊√¡=∞<Õ â◊|Ì „Ñ¨"åÇ¨Å∞,
xOyÖ’ Hõ̂ Œ∞Å∞Î#fl Ãã·xHõ ta~åÅ∞,
Ñ῭ åHõÅ∞, zÇ¨flÅ =∞ è̂Œº q#|_»∞Î#fl ÉÏHÍ è̂Œfi#∞Å∞
Ñ¨QÆ\˜ k#Ñ¨Ù "åeÛ# Ô~Hȭ ÅH˜O Œ̂ h_»Ö’x QÆ∞_®~åÅ∞
Ñ¨̂ Œ∞<≥·# |ÖË¡Å∞ á⁄_çKåÜ«∂ „_®QÆ#¡#∞, |Å∞¡Å#∞, Ñ¨‰õ∆ΩÅ#∞?
PÖ’K«#Å∞ D>ˇÅ "≥Ú#Ö·̌ #Hõ∆„`åÅ =∞ è̂Œº# xeKåÜ«∂?

II

F ¢ã‘Î qÅÑ≤ã¨∞Î#flk, «̀# Hõhflà◊¡#∞ â◊OY∞áê„ «̀Ö’ Ñ¨@∞ì‰õΩO@∂
P"≥∞ ÃÑ·H˜ ÖË=<≥uÎ#k Ñ¨i=∞àÏÅ ̂ è•#ºÑ¨Ù Ñ¨##∞ QÍeÖ’ Ñ¨QÆÅQ˘\ì̃,
ã̈=∂ è̂Œ∞Å ã̈÷ÅO #∞Oz Ñ̈iz «̀"≥∞ÿ# ̂ •iH̃ =∂~°æ̂ Œ~°≈#O KÕÜ«∞=∞O@∞#flk
q∞QÆ̀ å"åà◊√¡ "≥„iQÍ, zxfl ‰õΩO_»Å#∞ Ñ¨QÆÅQ˘\ì̃<å~°∞ <ÕÅÃÑ·,
D =∞\ì̃áê„ «̀Å q è̂ŒfiOã¨OÖ’ ̂ •QÆ∞#flk =∂#= qëê Œ̂ã¨fi~åÅ ̂ èŒ∞x.

III

ÉÏÅ∞~°∞ «̀=∞ "≥ÚO_ç Q˘_»¤à◊¡#∞ ÅÜ«∞QÍ "≥∂yã¨∞Î<åfl~°∞ xOyÖ’
HÍOu ^•QÆeÃÑ· W «̀Î_ç _®Å∞Å∞ ã¨∞uÎ ≥̂|ƒÅ‰õΩ "≥∞~°∞ã¨∞Î#flq
=∞O@Å‰õΩ ZQÆ∞=# ÃÑ Œ̂Ì Ñ῭ åHõ «̀# =„™êÎxfl qáêÊ~°∞ã¨∞Î#flk

✤ ✤
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whose smoke plumes bend, resembling a bow or spear

in a blue haze tense as a tightrope’s steel wire.

(iv)

We’ll press on, drown in the rock of a gorge, climb out,

pass under moonlit cloud and trembling stars

towards a lake in darkness, an impassable chasm.

The chanting stops, breaks out again in waves.

We spear-thrust your horse into an open grave.

(v)

We’ll watch for cast shadows by treacherous roads

where paths seem lost between fallen boughs,

knowing no human convoy will ever truly pass.

We’ll drive our procession on, through sleeping towns,

beat urns at gates, brighten axe-blades on whistling stones.

(vi)

We’ll hammer until we’ve smashed these granite walls

like the winter log-piles that feed our fires –

chant translucent stars from night’s brink,

feel the startled jump in our ribs as hearts awake.

We’ll go on, gathering lichens from nations’ eyes
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á⁄QÆÅ H˜s\ÏÅ∞ =Oy qÅ∞¡, |Ö¡̌OÖÏ HÍ#=ã¨∞Î#flq
he =∞ã¨Hõá⁄QÆÖ’¡ ã‘ìÅ∞"≥·~°∞ aQÆÖÏQÆ|_»∞ «̀∞#fl@∞¡#flk

IV

=∞#O =ÚO Œ̂∞‰õΩ áÈ^•O, W~°∞‰õΩ `À=Ö’¡ =Úxy
H˘O_»ÖˇflH˜̄ , "≥<≥flÅÖ’ "≥∞i¿ã =∞|∞ƒefl, =}˜̂H `å~°efl `åH˜,
pHõ\’¡ L#fl ã¨~°ã¨∞û "ÕÑ¨Ù, ^•@ÖËx JQÍ è̂ŒO "ÕÑ¨Ù
ã¨‡~°} PyOk, =∞~°Å «̀~°OQÍÖÏ¡, Py Py,
h Jâßfixfl á⁄_çz K«OÑ≤ QÀuÖ’H˜ qã≤i"Õ™êÎO.

V

"≥∂ã¨HÍi ~°Ç¨Ï^•~°∞ÅÃÑ· h_»ÅÔH· "≥̂ Œ∞‰õΩ`åO
Ñ¨_çáÈ~Ú# âßYÅ =∞ è̂Œº ^•~°∞Å∞ =∂Ü«∞=∞=Ù`å~Ú
=∂#= Ñ¨\ÏÅ=∞@∞ "≥à◊¡ÖË#@∞¡QÍ
J~Ú<å =∞#O =ÚO Œ̂∞‰õΩ áÈ^•O, x„kOKÕ Ñ¨@ì}ÏÅ QÆ∞O_®,
^•fi~åÅ = Œ̂Ì z`åÉèíã¨‡Ñ¨Ù HõÅâßefl ÉÏ Œ̂∞ «̀∂,
DÅÅ∞ "Õ¿ã tÅÅÃÑ· Q˘_»¤à◊¡ JOK«∞#∞ HÍOu=O «̀O KÕã¨∂Î

VI

=∞#O z «̀Q æ̆_»̂ •O „QÍ<≥·\ò QÀ_»Å∞ Ñ¨yÖËO «̀ =~°‰õÄ
=∞# <≥QÆ_»∞Ö’ HÍeáÈÜÕ∞  j`åHÍÅÑ¨Ù H˘Ü«∞º=ÚHȭ ÖÏ¡,
~å„u JOK«∞Å = Œ̂Ì "≥eˆQ #Hõ∆„`åÅ#∞ ã¨‡i^•ÌO
Ç¨Ï$ Œ̂Ü«∂Å∞ "Õ∞ÖÁ¯#QÍ LeH˜̄ Ñ¨_ç# Ñ¨Hȭ >ˇ=ÚHõÅ#∞ ã¨Êi≈^•ÌO.
JÖÏˆQ =ÚO Œ̂∞‰õΩ áÈ^•O, Õ̂â◊Ñ¨Ù <Õ„`åÅÖ’x è̂Œ∂ox áÈQÆ∞KÕã¨∂Î!
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I. Poetry (Telugu)
1. Alchemy
2. Vaana Mabbula Kanthi Khadgam
3. Tea Kappulo Toofan
4. Tangeti Junnu
5. Karakatakam (Cancer)
6. Oka Sarassu – Aneka Hamsalu (Psychiatry)
7. Marana Saasanam
8. Sri Lalitha Sahasranama Stotram
9. Kuyyo – Morro Satakam
10. Bhairava Satakam

II. Poetry (English)
11. Shades
12. The Twilight Zone
13. My Poem is My Birth Certificate
14. The Pendulum Clock, The Gramophone,

The Typewriter and The Pen
15. The Vigilance Whistle!
16. How to Cook a Delicious Poem
17. Windows and Apples
18. The Guerdon of Poesy
19. The Haste Land
20. Bees Need No Invitation When Flowers Bloom...
21. The Poet that launched a thousand poems
22. Walking with My Moon
23. Reflections

Dr. LANKA SIVA RAMA PRASAD
M.B.B.S; M.S. GENERAL SURGERY
M.Ch. CARDIOTHORACIC SURGERY
Fellow in VASCULAR SURGERY
Post graduate Diplomate in Human Rights
Post graduate Diplomate in Television Production
Cell animation Specialist- Heart Animation Academy
Computer Animation Specialist- Pentafour- Chennai
Web Engineer and Web Designer- Web City- Hyderabad
Fellow of Indo- Asian Poetry Society
Founder of Writer's Corner / Srijana Lokam
Columnist - Andhra Jyothi (Nivedana)
Founder of Waves (Warangal Aids Voluntary Educational Society)
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III. Stories, Novels, Essays… (Telugu
24. Katti Anchupai (Noir Stories)
25. Chupke – Chupke (Woman diseases)
26. Akshararchana
27. Deepa Nirvana Gandham (Death)
28. Swapna Sastram (Dreams-1)
29. Kalalu-Peeda Kalalu (Dreams-2)
30. Satyanveshanalo (Novel)
31. Sankya Sastram (Numerology)
32. Dr. Jayadev Cartoons (Cartoons)
33. Kathalu – kavitalu
34. Genome (Biotechnology Novel)

IV Stories, Novels, Essays (English)
35. In Search of Truth (Novel)
36. How to be happy (Philosophy)
37. Bouquet of Telugu Songs and Poems

V Translations (English to Telugu)
38. Iliad (Homer)
39. Odyssey (Homer)
40. Epic Cycle (Homer)
41. Three Greek Tragedies
42. The Poems of Sappho
43. Aeneid (Virgil)
44. Pilgrim’s Progress (John Bunyan)
45. Paradise Lost (John Milton)
46. Paradise Regained (John Milton)
47. Divine Comedy (Dante)
48. Faust (Goethe)
49. World Famous Stories
50. Namdeo Dhasal Poetry
51. William Blake Poetry
52. Emily Dickinson Poetry – Part I
53. Emily Dickinson Poetry – Part II
54. Emily Dickinson Poetry – Part III
55. Emily Dickinson Poetry – Part IV
56. Emily Dickinson Poetry – Part V
57. Russian Poetry
58. Jalapatam (Eighteen English Poets)
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59. Dabbu Manishi (Money Poetry)
60. Santi Yuddham (War-Peace)
61. Christu Adbhuta Geethalu
62. The Path of Christ
63. Silappadikaram
64. Manimekhala
65. Sangam Poetry
66. Conference of Birds (Attar)
67. Masnavi - Part 1
68. Masnavi - Part 2
69. Masnavi - Part 3
70. Masnavi - Part 4
71. Masnavi - Part 5
72. Masnavi - Part 6
73. Madhusala (Edward Fitzgerald)
74. Sougandhika (Master Poems in English-1)
75. Toorpu Padamara (Master Poems in English-2)
76. Prema Kurisina Velalo… (Master Poems in English-3)
77. Vallu Mugguru (Master Poems in English-4)
78. Alanati Kothagali (Master Poems in English-5)
79. Manchu Toofan (Master Poems in English-6)
80. Endaa – Vaana (Master Poems in English-7)
81. Pillanagrovi Pipupu (Master Poems in English-8)
82. Naalugu Dikkulu (Master Poems in English-9)
83. Allanta Doorana Aa Paata Vinavacche (Master Poems in English-10)
84. Divya Vastrala Kosam (Master Poems in English-11)
85. Oka Madhusala (Master Poems in English-12)
86. The Axion Esti (Odysseus Elytis)
87. Love & Death (Frederico Garcio Lorca)
88. Ten Thousand Lines (Edwin Cordevilla)
89. Century of Love (Roula Pollard)
90. Pablo Neruda Poetry
91. Mexican Poetry
92. Inanna (Queen of Heaven and Earth)
93. Sataroopa (A.K. Khanna)
94. Aamani (Master Poems in English-13)
95. Kotha Deepalu (Master Poems in English-14)

VI Translations (From Telugu, Hindi to English)
96. Bhagavatam (Potana)
97. Soundarya Lahari (Sankaracharya)
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98. Modern Bhagavadgita
99. Samparayam (Suprasanna)
100. The Tree of Fire (Anumandla Bhoomaiah)
101. The Poems of Kuppam (Seeta Ram)
102. We Need a Language (T.W. Sudhakar)
103. The Broken Grammer (T.W. Sudhakar)
104. The Voice of Telangana (Madiraju Ranga Rao)
105. Fire and Ice (Rama Chandramouli)
106. The Tears of Bliss
107. This is no Streaking (Stories – K.K. Menon)
108. The Pool of Blood (Novel – Ampasayya Naveen)
109. Madhusala (Harivamsa Roy Bacchan)

New ones- to be released
110. Journey to Manasa Sarovar (English poetry)
111. Inanna (The queen of Earth and Heavens)
112. Smooth Hands- Sosonjan A. Khan- (Bilingual)
113. Dancing Winds- Maria Miraglia (Bilingual)
114. Moments- Alicja Kubreska (Bilingual)
115. Tayouan Pai Pai- Yaw-Chin Fang(Bilingual)
116. The World of Extinct Lamps- Izabela Zubko (Tri lingual)
117. Pearls of Wisdom- Pramila Khadun- (Bilingual)
118. The Wind my lover- Ade C. Manila-(Bilingual)
119. The Mystic  Mariner- Madan Gandhi (Bilingual)
120. The Casket of Vermilion (English Poetry)
121. The Collected poems of Dr. LSR Prasad and many more...






